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Abstract 
Graphical scheduling is an old technique that has been neglected, or never acquired, in 
many NorthAmerican transit agencies. Itretains its advantages in basic schedule design and 
analysis as it eases the solution to problems that are difficult to solve analytically. Even information 
about simple routes is enhanced by the detailed operating characteristics inherent in detailed 
vehicle trajectories and by the relative ase with which accelerated service and service recovery 
strategies can be investigated. It also can be used to confirm and refine solutions that are generated 
by analytic methods. The methodology is reviewed in the context of such planning applications. 
Graphical scheduling has additional dvantages inoperational control with the advent of modern 
/'IS technologies. By movement of the cursor on a terminal screen, detailed information about all 
activity along a route becomes available. It is possible to link the altering of trajectories through 
clicking and dragging to the automatic issuance of control commands and updates of passenger 
information. These and other possible uses of the technique in an operational context are pre-
sented. 
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Introduction 
Development and use of graphical schedules for planning and supervision of 
transit systems operations is by no means a new subject. It is a time-proven method 
used for both development and analysis of schedules. Yet, its use is far from univer-
sal. While many transit and railway systems use graphical schedules in their daily 
operations for multiple purposes, the entire concept and technique is virtually un-
known in most North American transit systems, including the largest ones. The latest 
dispatching/control software packages in the United States that monitor buses in 
real-time through Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) do not use it either. However, 
this software does display GIS maps showing vehicle location along streets, as well 
as checkpoint data in spreadsheet format. 
While the spreadsheet format is useful, the data display format that for many 
purposes reveals the most information-the time-distance diagram-should also be 
available. Actually, the graphical method is superior to the numerical ones for many 
applications. The purpose of this paper is to broaden the knowledge about this tech-
nique in those parts of the transportation community where it is not used and, often, 
where it is not even known. 
This paper is organized as follows. The following section describes the concept 
of the time-distance diagram and explains how it is designed and interpreted. The 
third describes everal applications in scheduling and the advantages this technique 
provides. The fourth section describes its advantages in real-time operational con-
trol, an area of vital interest with the advent of highly capable Intelligent Transpor-
tation Systems (ITS) that provide precise vehicle locations and numerous communi-
cations options. The final section is a concluding summary. 
Definition of Time-Distance Diagram 
A time-distance diagram, as the name implies, is used to plot motion of ave-
hicle or train-henceforth referred to as Transit Unit or TU-with time on the hori-
zontal and distance on the vertical axis. The distance axis usually has a length equal to 
the route length, with the terminals defining the end points. Each TU has an individual 
trajectory describing its position and movement over time. The family of trajectories 
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fonn a time-distance diagram representing a complete schedule for one, sometimes for 
several, ines. 
The detail at which the trajectory of a TU is presented should reflect he purpose 
of the analysis. In some cases, particularly when the distances between planned stops 
are very long, the trajectory need be no more than a straight line connecting the 
departing terminal at the dispatch time to the other terminal at the arrival time, 
usually in minutes. In other cases it may be necessary to provide very detailed trajec-
tory showing all accelerations, decelerations, and station dwell time periods. These 
detailed TU trajectories are commonly plotted in seconds. 
Using a rapid transit line as an example of a detailed trajectory, the line is 
modeled as a series of interstation spacings where the train accelerates with constant 
rate a., cruises at speed v, and decelerates at rate b. Each station i has a dwell time t .. 
I ~ 
Travel time on any interstation spacing is composed of the time intervals required 
for accelerating to cruising speed, running at cruising speed, decelerating into the 
station, and the station dwell time. This kind of trajectory, shown in Figure I, may be 
constructed for individual interstation spacings, or for entire lines. 
For certain analyses, it is necessary to compute the incremental time lost by 
stopping at station i, or T,. This is the time that TU needs for travel with stopping at 
one station, as compared to the travel time on the same section while moving at 
cruising speed, without stopping at the station. This incremental time consists of 
additional time due to deceleration in entering station i, ~' dwell time at station i, ts, 
and incremental time for acceleration while departing station i, t
3
• Figure 2 shows a 
straight-line approximation of time lost for each stop, referred to as Te, instead of 
exact acceleration and deceleration paths. This straight line simplification is conve-
nient for plotting, and yet sufficiently accurate for most scheduling purposes. Each 
incremental time lost is connected to the next by a straight-line with slope equal to 
the cruising speed between them. Therefore, if the cruising speeds on different spac-
ings are equal, the sloped lines are parallel. On line sections where cruising speeds 
vary, the slopes also change among interstation spacings. 
Figure 2 also shows trajectory of another TU, following the first one. The hori-
zontal separation between trajectories represents the headway between TUs, h. The 
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Station i 
Time 
Figure 1. Time-distance diagram showing elements of TU motion. 
minimum allowable headway depends on vehicle performance, route alignment, and 
control system characteristics ( e.g., manually driven on street, discrete block, mov-
ing block, etc.). The vertical separation at any point in time represents the distance 
separation between corresponding points on successive TUs, or their spacing, s. The 
minimum spacing, which corresponds to the minimum headway, consists of three 
components: the TU length, the distance passed during the driver's reaction time, and 
actual braking distance. The minimum safe spacing is often also presented as a con-
tinuous line in front of the TU trajectory, and it is known as the TU shadow. There are 
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Figure 2. Graphical schedule of two successive trains. 
actually different regimes or degrees of safety, and the reader interested in this de-
tailed analysis is referred to Vuchic (1981 ). ForTUs that travel on the same path, such 
as a rail track or bus lane, once any minimum is violated, the schedule is infeasible. In 
practice, there should be separation well beyond the minimum to ensure schedule 
reliability. When trajectories reflect actual operations instead of the intended sched-
ule, as soon as any revised trajectory can be projected to violate the minimums, 
delays can be anticipated, unless corrective action is taken to re-separate them. 
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Graphical schedules have a visual clarity that numerical schedules can never 
provide. Tables with numerical values ofTU departures at different points along a 
line may contain errors that are not immediately noticeable. When plotted graphi-
cally, every incorrect ime is immediately conspicuous. Uneven travel speeds, TUs 
traveling at less than the minimum headway, or any conflicts in TU travel paths are 
also easy to detect on graphical schedules. 
Graphical schedules can also be useful to present actual running of trains where 
some skip different stations along the line. An example is shown in Figure 3 for the 
Cal Train commuter ailroad serving communities south of San Francisco. The plot is 
based on scheduled departures of every train at every station, and shows different 
headways during the a.m. peak and midday periods, as well as the relationship of 
local and partial express peak period trains. 
In addition to schedules for TUs traveling on the same track in the same direc-
tion, graphical analysis can also be used to find meetings of TUs moving in opposite 
directions on the same track or path. Figure 4 shows train scheduling for a single 
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Figure 3. Graphical presentation of a.m. peak and midday schedule 
for CalTrain, San Francisco Bay Area. 
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track section A-B of a double track line. If the trajectories cross each other along the 
shared section, as shown by the dashed line in the figure, the operation is infeasible. 
A feasible schedule is shown by the solid lines, which intersect on a double track 
section. 
As another example, this graphical method was used to verify a temporary 
schedule involving single-tracking during reconstruction of the Market-Frankford 
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Figure 4. Use of time-distance diagram to schedule train meets 
outside of a single track section. 
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Figure 5. Application of time-distance diagram for scheduling 
high frequency service over a single-track section. 
rapid transit line in Philadelphia, s described by Bruun and Sal peas ( 1991 ). The full 
peak period schedule was plotted using the incremental time-lost format to ensure 
that no trajectories crossed each other on the single-track section. For clarity and size, 
only part of the schedule is reproduced as Figure 5; the two solid horizontal ines 
show the single-track section. 
Applications in Scheduling 
The most common application of graphical schedules is for single lines. How-
ever, there are a number of cases where several ines that merge, diverge, intersect, or 
form a triangle can also be scheduled graphically, i.e., with application of time-
distance diagrams. Several typical cases of different types of graphical schedules are 
described here. 
Single Line Operation 
Once average operating speed from terminal to terminal is known and desired 
headways are specified, development of the basic schedule for single routes is alge-
Vol. 2, No. 2, 1999 
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braically and graphically simple. Its development involves only basic preliminary 
calculations, followed by adjustments to terminal times to maintain the integer con-
straint on fleet size. Even in this simple case, a time-distance diagram showing the 
detailed trajectory of each individual TU is helpful, because it reveals information on 
each individual terminal time, dwell times at different stations, average running 
speeds, etc. It is a simple method to clearly display deadheading, short turns, indi-
vidual runs and fleet size on the line. All pull-ins and pull-outs, short-term storage on 
sidings, and other details can be shown. The diagram also is helpful for planning 
transitions between service plans during the day. 
Spedal Operations 
Once a basic pattern for the schedule has been established, variants can be easily 
plotted and analyzed. These include short turn, skip-stop, and partial express (also 
called zonal) operation. The modeling of each will be explained briefly. 
Short turns can be treated as if they simply were intermediate terminals, al-
though, for trains, the minimum terminal time may have to include allowances for 
maneuvering time shorter or longer than at the outer terminals, depending upon the 
length ofline headways, short-tum cycle time and track layout. The simplest opera-
tion is when line headways are long and timing of a short-turning train such that the 
short-turning train can reverse at a station with center platform without conflict with 
regular trains passing in either direction, as shown in Figure 6a. In another case, the 
train has stopped and had sufficient dwell time to discharge passengers, it must wait 
before reversing. In this case, there is enough time for the operator to change ends 
and accept passengers, departing in reverse direction and crossing over to the oppo-
site track prior to arrival of a following train in either direction, so that no delays 
occur. 
It can happen, however, that the short-turning train cannot travel back immedi-
ately because the other track is occupied by a train passing in the opposite direction, 
or immediate turning would create irregular headways in the opposite direction. 
Then terminal time must be extended until a train in the reverse direction has passed 
before the short-turning train can travel back, as shown in Figure 6b. 
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Distance 
Time 
Figure 6a. Simple short tum. 
As headways become shorter, it is likely that the TU cannot wait long enough to 
reverse without blocking traffic in its initial direction. In this case, either a different 
reversing location must be used, or an extra track for reversal must be provided. This 
situation is shown in Figure 6c. The short-turning train must be moved promptly into 
the center track for reversing, so as to allow at least hmm for passing of the train that is 
following it in its initial direction. The center track then allows the reversing train to 
wait for the desired time to depart in the returning direction. Thus, any possibility of 
delays is eliminated and regular headway can be easily maintained. 
Vol. 2, No. 2, 1999 
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Figure 6b. Short turn scheduled between opposing train runs. 
This example shows that a situation that is very complex to model algebraically 
due to several constraints and solution possibilities can be quickly analyzed graphi-
cally to see what type of solution( s) are actually feasible for a given basic headway, 
cycle time and track layout. 
Skip-stop operations, described in Vuchic (1976), are such that at some stations, 
only alternating trains stop (typically called A and B stops). This is done generally 
only where the basic headway is short, as the stations where only alternating trains 
Vol. 2, No. 2, 1999 
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Figure 6c. Short tum with reversing track. 
stop have doubled headways. Skip-stop service reduces operating time, so that either 
tenninal times or dispatching times must be changed. Either possibility can be readily 
plotted and compared to regular operation. The horizontal separation between tra-
jectories of trains that stop at a given station gives the headway passengers experi-
ence at that station. The diagram in that case shows that joint stations retain the same 
average headway as in regular, all-stop operation, while the A and B stations, being 
served by alternate trains, have twice longer headways. Since the joint stations have 
shorter headways, they remain critical for the line capacity. The diagram for skip-
Vol. 2, No. 2, 1999 
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stop operation can also illustrate the increase in operating speed on the line achieved 
by skipping several stations. 
Express operations on two-track lines require careful scheduling oflocal and 
express trains. Again, graphical scheduling is greatly superior to numerical methods, 
because inserting the trajectory of an express train between regularly scheduled train 
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Figure 7. Synchronization of local and express trains. 
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runs is visually very simple. As shown in Figure 7, the express, shown by trajectory E, 
should be scheduled so that it overtakes alocal train in a station with siding; the initial 
headway between the local and express trains h1 which is needed for this operation is 
easy to obtain graphically. lfthere are no stations with sidings, so that overtaking is 
not possible, trajectory of the express train is "slid" to the right until it reaches the 
dashed-line position on the right, E', where it "catches up" with the minimum head-
way behind the local train on the last interstation spacing. Ifit is important o utilize 
maximum line capacity achievable with this service regime, the express can be fol-
lowed at the beginning of the line by another local train after a minimum headway, as 
shown on the diagram. 
In general, express running is practical only when average headway on the line 
is considerably longer than the minimum one, so that the express train can skip 
several stations. The limits on express runs are imposed either by line capacity re-
quirements or by the maximum acceptable headway. 
Trunk and Branch Operation 
Scheduling for a trunk line that divides into two or more branches is much more 
complicated than scheduling for a single line because it involves divergence and 
convergence of trains. The sequencing of TUs arriving from the various branches 
and the resulting regularity of the headway along the trunk section become impor-
tant considerations. Algebraical coordination of schedules becomes quite complex, 
involving constraints on terminal times and merging sequences with multiple 
feasibilities, but not equally efficient solutions. Even when solved analytically, it 
may be difficult o visualize these solutions. 
By contrast, using a graphical approach, feasible solutions can quickly be iden-
tified and compared. The method is to use the point of branch divergence X as a 
reference. The trajectories for all routes ( each consisting of a trunk and a branch 
section) are shown together on the trunk section, while the trajectories along each 
branch section are shown on individual, vertically separated but synchronized time-
distance diagrams. A vertical dashed line is drawn between corresponding diverging 
and merging points for each TU trajectory, as shown in Figure 8. 
Vol. 2. No. 2. 1999 
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To explain in more detail, a graphical diagram is started by plotting trajectories 
of successive TUs at given headways on the trunk line. At point X, branch A is 
continued without interruption, while the following TUs, going to branches B and C, 
are transferred vertically to the two respective diagrams. Terminal times on each 
B 
C 
X ---------!----- ..... ---..,....--!--__ 
A A _____ _., _ _,. _______ _ 
X 
Time 
Figure 8. Time-distance diagram of a trunk with three branches. 
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branch must be determined so that TUs merge at point X with equal headways. 
Graphically, these terminal times are obtained easily, and they can be visualized 
much more clearly than in numerical schedule tables. This solution, which provides 
even headways along the trunk, can be compared to alternate ones that would mini-
mize terminal times and fleet size for each route, but, instead, have uneven headways 
along the trunk. 
Colma 
Richmond 
San Francisco Trunk 
Concord 
+-- Mac Arthur 
Fremont 
Oakland 
"Y" 
Figure 9. San Frandsco BART network and lines (1996). 
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In some complicated networks, analytic solutions can also become intractable. 
A good example is the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) network, which, until re-
cently, consisted of three branches plus a "cross-connection" between two of the 
branches. Thus, the operation represents a triangle plus an additional trunk-and-
branch line. The line pattern is shown in Figure 9. Although very difficult o model 
analytically, this network was successfully analyzed using a graphical method to 
arrive at several practical candidate scheduling solutions. This work was presented in 
several reports by Vuchic, Bruun and Krstanoski ( 1995-97). 
Although space does not allow 
discussion of a complicated network 
like BART, application of graphical 
analysis to a network consisting of a 
trunk with two branches and cross-
line between the branches will be ex-
plained here. This network also can 
be interpreted as a three-leg network 
with lines between all three terminals, 
as shown in Figure 10. 
Graphical presentation for this 
case, shown in Figure 11, is the same 
X 
A 
as for a trunk line with two branches: Figure 10. Simple two-branch network 
the main diagram shows the A-X-B with cross-connecting line B-C. 
section, while the X-C branch is 
shown above it. A-B andA-C trains are shown as in Figure 8. If the B-C trains are 
shown as inbound trains on the B-X section, then, when transferring to the X-C 
diagram, they are shown as outbound trains. Once understood, this diagram is very 
helpful in coordinating the schedules of the three branches. Because of the interde-
pendency, such schedules usually cannot provide regular headways on all lines, and 
the graphical schedule can be very useful in making adjustments that make the best 
candidate sets of headways for the three branches. 
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Figure 11. Time-distance diagram showing cross-connecting line 
between branches Band C (see Fig. 10). 
X 
A 
X 
Use of Math Program Generated Schedules 
Several computer-based packages, using math-programming methods, have 
been in use for more than 20 years for scheduling transit services and crews. How-
ever, there are occasionally constraints that cannot be expressed well mathematically 
that may affect the practicality of the generated solutions. Examples include the 
operation of different rail services on shared trackage that do not fully cooperate in 
scheduling and dispatching, or transit lines that require large amounts of slack time 
in order to operate reliably. Interconnected lines, such as the above-discussed BART 
network, may also be more conducive to graphical than numerical scheduling and 
analysis. 
Plotting the results generated by the program as a time-distance diagram will 
allow visualization of the latitude that is available for deviations from the schedule 
Vol. 2, No. 2, 1999 
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before a recovery strategy must be used to reposition TUs due to loss of slot in the 
schedule. This is done by checking the horizontal separation between the non-agency-
controlled vehicles and its own. The history of schedule adherence and delays along 
the shared section should provide some insight into the likelihood of delays serious 
enough to lose a slot as a function of the time slack available. Should the schedule 
appear too tight for reliable operation, the program can be rerun with changed con-
straints to include additional slack or "cushions" in the schedule. 
An example application where a math-program-based schedule should be fur-
ther analyzed is the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) 
Regional Rail Division. This is a regional rail network that includes not only SEPTA-
controlled tracks, but also major portions where Amtrak controls all train dispatch-
ing. By using a time-distance diagram, it is possible to see how tight the gaps are 
between the Amtrak and SEPTA trains at crucial ocations along the network. Crucial 
locations are those where SEPTA trains are likely to be held when there are delays. 
Adjustments can be made to the schedule to provide recovery time or, if possible, to 
avoid tight scheduling in the first place. Such a diagram also allows quick visualiza-
tion of the quality of connections between the various interconnected lines at key 
transfer points. 
Applications in Operations Control 
So far, the discussion has been in a planning context. Graphical analysis is 
useful in an operational context as well. 
Real-lime Oversight and Reporting 
Real-time oversight of train operations with elaborate control centers has been 
around for many decades, although, in some cases, the positional resolution is poor 
when signal blocks are long. Oversight of buses through Automatic Vehicle Location 
and other Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies is a much more 
recent capability with generally high accuracy. In both cases, numerical schedules in 
spreadsheet format provide information with which to monitor adherence in real-
time by displaying the numerical deviation, perhaps highlighted by a blinking or 
color-changing display when deviations become sufficiently large. For trains, a sys-
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tern schematic with lights indicating block occupancy is common. For buses, a GIS 
map showing vehicles of different colors (yellow-early, green-on time, red-late, 
for example) can also be used to highlight current status. 
Spreadsheet-type displays have, however, some definite limitations. The bigger 
picture that might reveal how any deviations might be interrelated and where devia-
tions are likely to propagate is not readily apparent with spreadsheets, chematics, or 
maps. A time-distance diagram where trajectories, or portions of trajectories change 
colors, used, for example, in the Italian ltaltel bus dispatching/monitoring system, 
can readily reveal not only the current situation but impending deviations and con-
flicts. Even more importantly, as discussed in the next section, it provides some 
insight into when and where recovery strategies must be employed. 
Moreover, when a real-time time-distance diagram is viewed on a high-resolu-
tion graphics terminal with a cursor ball, detailed information is instantly available. 
The horizontal cursor shows time information for any position along a route or 
common section. Every point where a trajectory crosses this cursor can be labeled 
with the time a vehicle passed or is projected to pass, which run number, vehicle, 
crew, etc. The vertical cursor provides position information at any particular time. 
Every point where the cursor crosses a trajectory can be labeled with the position 
coordinates (the precision of display depends upon the locating technology and 
update rate), run number, vehicle, distance separation from leading and following 
vehicles, etc. If there is more than one vehicle at a terminal, this is also readily shown 
automatically with more than one label. 
Depending upon the ITS technologies in use, additional information about 
vehicle loading on a particular un, vehicle condition and other system attributes also 
can be instantly available. Thus, a graphical schedule is a means not only to track 
vehicles, but to monitor the entire operational status along a line or in a network, if 
desired. The data also can be stored, either temporarily or permanently. In the case of 
an incident a record is available, analogous to air-traffic ontrol tapes or black boxes 
on airliners. Interesting records can be used for training pwposes by replaying them 
to investigate control decisions that were taken. 
Vol. 2, No. 2. I 999 
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Schedule Recovery Strategy Design 
A numerical format provides little assistance in designing a delay recovery 
strategy. A GIS display map on a computer terminal provides some visualization of 
the situation, but it does not provide an accurate picture of headway between vehicles 
as it shows distance between vehicles. Distance is not necessarily proportional to 
headway in urban situations where speeds vary widely over the course of a route. By _ 
comparison, an experienced ispatcher can quickly assess the status of an entire fleet 
operating on a route, or assess an entire sector in the case where dispatching respon-
sibility is divided by region instead ofby route. 
Several recovery techniques can be tested on the time-distance diagram, alone 
or in combination. Ideally, likely delay scenarios should be studied beforehand so 
dispatchers can be trained in effective strategies, but it is also possible to investigate 
alternatives in real-time, at the cost of a few minutes of elapsed time ( and the risk that 
the situation may deteriorate further). 
The basic recovery technique is to simply delay the dispatching time of a fol-
lowing TU, which is done by "sliding" an entire trajectory. Another technique is to 
extend the dwell time at a station. By extending a dwell time, part of a trajectory can 
be shifted to represent holding a TU at a station to restore its headway separation 
from the first delayed one. In turn, the next TU can be held at another station to 
restore its headway separation. This process is repeated until scheduled headways are 
re-established. An example of a recovery strategy involving holding two TUs follow-
ing delayed ones is shown in Figure 12. Other techniques include improvised short-
turns, express running, and insertion of extra TVs. These concepts were already dis-
cussed, so it suffices to say that these techniques can also be readily tested on the 
diagram as recovery strategies as well as basic scheduling strategies. 
Real-Time Control 
Once the capability for oversight and for design of recovery strategies is in 
place, the capability is almost in hand to actively control operations. Instructions can, 
of course, be sent manually through verbal, either oral or written, messages. But it is 
also possible to automate the instructions, thereby shortening the response time and 
reducing the layers of supervision required. An example follows. 
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Distance 
Time 
Figure 12. Schedule recovery by delaying two following trains. 
Assume that a tentative schedule recovery strategy has been tried on the com-
puter screen by clicking and dragging the dwell time of a particular train to prolong 
its stay at a station. The result is a tentative revised trajectory. A verification prompt 
could ask if the dispatcher would like to implement his plan. If answered in the 
affirmative, the command can automatically be issued to the in-vehicle control panel 
as instructions to the operator in the case of manually operated vehicles, or to the 
Automatic Train Operation (ATO) unit in the case of automatic operation. Further-
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more, the delay infonnation can be automatically forwarded to the Passenger Infor-
mation System and to the control centers for connecting modes. In turn, decisions 
can be automatically made with preset criteria whether to hold or dispatch connect-
ing services, if desired. 
Conclusions 
Graphical scheduling is an old technique that has been neglected, or never ac-
quired, in many North American transit agencies. Introduction of diversified and 
complex transit network operations in many cities creates potential for increasing 
applications of graphical methods in developing schedules, as well as in operations 
control. Actually, with modern computer graphics and ITS technologies it is more 
powerful than ever and deserves consideration where it is not currently being used. 
However, the latest dispatching/control software offered by transit ITS vendors in 
the U.S. does not take advantage of this approach. 
Graphical scheduling retains its advantages in basic schedule design and analy-
sis. It allows the solution of problems that are quite difficult to solve analytically. 
Even information about simple routes is enhanced by the detailed operating charac-
teristics inherent in detailed vehicle trajectories and by the relative ease with which 
accelerated service and service recovery strategies can be investigated. Italso can be 
used to confirm and refine solutions that are generated by analytic methods. 
Graphical scheduling has additional advantages in operational control with the 
advent of modern ITS technologies. By movement of the cursor on a terminal screen, 
detailed infonnation about any position along a route, or about all activity along a 
route at any particular moment, becomes available. An experienced ispatcher can 
gain a perspective on an entire route or geographic sector and anticipate problems at 
an early stage. In addition, it is possible to link the altering of trajectories through 
clicking and dragging to the automatic issuance of control commands and updates of 
passenger infonnation. 
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Transportation planning in general and planning/or intelligent transportation systems (flS) 
in particular are notable both for multiple goals and for multiple constituencies. In response to 
complex policy environments such as this, multicriteria decision analysis often was utilized to 
assist in the evaluation of alternative investments orpolicy directions. This approach is extended 
here to assess takeholder valuation of broad goals of an ITS planning process, the Suburban 
Mobility Authority for Regional Transportation (SMAR1) operational field test in the metropolitan 
Detroit area. Two levels of goals were considered: broad system-wide goals (e.g., energy savings, 
interagency oordination, congestion reduction) and specific service characteristics, such as ad-
vance reservations, scheduling, and reliability. Using a modifiedAnalytical Hierarchy Process, 
The authors wish to thank the Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional Transportation/or 
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helped with access to facilities and participants. Finally. thanks to Tracy Gao and Zaida Shaikh of 
the University of Michigan for assistance in administering the survey questionnaires. 
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implicit preference weights for transportation planning oals were derived, and inter-and intra-
group comparisons were made. Overall, there was less variation between groups in preferences 
than might be expected, indicating a fair degree of common ground in desired outcomes of transit 
planning. The ability to provide for the trips that people request, referring both to the accommoda-
tion of trips and the match between requested and scheduled times, were important goals across 
various stakeholder g oups. Similarly, the provision ofreliable s rvice was generally valued highly. 
Infonnation provision appears to be a lower priority. Thus, to the extent that automatic s heduling 
and dispatch assists improved scheduling, trip reservation, and routing, itis likely to meet stake-
holders 'preferences. 
The study characterizes the various groups 'preferences for transit service along a con-
tinuum rangingfrom "expansive" to "incremental." The expansive vision seeks to develop new 
forms of service for transit and paratransit customers better, while under the incremental view, 
consolidation f and improvements to existing service are a higher priority. The expansive position 
appears most clearly among citizens 'groups, ocial service agencies, and business people. The 
business community isparticularly interested inexpansion ofthe hours of service, presumably to 
facilitate travel by customers or employees during evenings and weekends. The more incremental 
view is held by transportation professionals and SMART employees who are aware of the con-
straints under which they work 
Introduction 
Advanced Public Transportation Systems (APTS) represent a diverse market 
basket of technologies and applications (Khattak et al. 1996). In planning for APTS 
adoption, public transportation organizations need to make decisions among tech-
nologies (e.g., automatic vehicle location, passenger counting, digital communica-
tion) and their application (e.g., paratransit routing and dispatch, traffic signal pre-
emption, real-time information provision, fixed-route transfer coordination). Prior-
ity setting in this environment is likely to incorporate views regarding the prefer-
ences of different groups, with potential for both consensus and conflict. This ·study 
explores the interests of diverse stakeholder groups to a process of APTS implemen-
tation within metropolitan Detroit by the SMART (Suburban Mobility Authority for 
Regional Transportation) transit district. Within the national program of Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS) field tests, SMART seeks to apply advanced technolo-
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gies, including automatic vehicle location and automatic scheduling and dispatch to 
its paratransit operations. As part of the evaluation of these efforts, this study aims to 
understand the relevant priorities of various groups in the region and how these may 
influence SMART's effort to improve services for its customers and communities by 
usingAPTS. 
Given a public policy environment that is characterized by various objectives 
and constituencies, a search for a unitary social valuation within the SMART APTS 
deployment is probably futile. By reducing varied impacts to commensurate terms 
and masking actual variations in preferences, such analysis might limit the role of 
public debate regarding the directions of APTS deployment. For these reasons, a 
study of stakeholder groups and their preferences and priorities for system design is 
presented here. Information of this sort may be combined with knowledge regarding 
system outcomes to analyze the desirability of the systems from the perspectives of 
the various groups. 
This study employs both qualitative and quantitative valuations of stakeholder 
preferences. The former was designed as important input to the quantitative portion 
of the stakeholder preference analysis in that it established relevant groups and goals 
for further quantitative analysis. The study finds a relative consensus on the impor-
tance of transit mobility-related goals (as opposed to ancillary benefits such as inter-
agency coordination or general congestion reduction) but disagreements on which 
mobility goals to pursue. In particular, some groups tend to focus on improving 
functions that are already being provided, while others will seek to use technological 
advances as a platform for broadening the scope of paratransit services. 
Preference Measurement in Transportation Evaluation 
The planning, marketing, and operations research literature abounds with ap-
proaches to multiattribute analysis in decisionmaking. Methodologies such as 
Multiattribute Utility Theory (Keeney and Raiffa 1976), Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(Saaty 1930; Saaty and Keams 1985), TODIM (Gomes 1989), and ELECTRE (Boy 
and Hugonnard 1982) share a similar underpinning: the notion that decisions entail-
ing multiple objectives are aided by specifying quantified outcomes and preference-
based weighting schemes. The quantitative ratings generated by these methods are 
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seen as tools for stakeholders and decisionmakers to compare simultaneously more 
alternatives and attributes than they would have been capable of otherwise, given the 
complexity of the information. Generically, these methods proceed according to 
five basic steps: 
1. Identify relevant participants in the decision process. This can be a single 
decisionmaker, multiple decisionmakers, or "stakeholders"-the 
decisionmakers plus those groups affected by the decision (Edwards and 
Newman 1982). 
2. Identify the dimensions, criteria, or goals that will characterize the alterna-
tives. 
3. Generate preference-based weighting schemes. 
4. Develop measures by which each of the alternatives is assessed along each of 
the relevant dimensions. 
5. Rank or rate alternatives based on measured outcomes and group preferences 
and perform analyses. These frequently include marginal analysis of costs 
and outcomes between alternatives, ensitivity analysis in which changes in 
the assumptions are tested for their capacity to alter final outcomes, and 
intergroup differences that compare the utility of different options to dif-
ferent groups and seek satisfying solutions. 
Multiattribute studies traditionally have been used in transportation applica-
tions to select desired transportation improvements from among a series of proposed 
projects, or as an approach to predicting individual-level behavior under alternative 
policy options (Srinivasan et al. 1981; Bunch et al. 1993 ). Somewhat less common is 
the use of multiattribute analysis to assess trade-offs between broader goals of a 
transportation planning process ( de Neufville and Keeney 1972). One approach for 
estimating people's preferences among trade-offs is the Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(AHP) (Saaty 1980) along with related techniques (Gomes 1989) in which the re-
spondent is presented pairs of attributes and asked to rate the pair in terms of the 
relative importance of each of its elements. 
In the rating scale developed by Saaty (1980), values range from 1/9 (for a case 
in which a goal is of extremely low importance compared to the other in the pair), 
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through 1 (for cases in which the two goals are seen as equally important), to 9 (for 
cases in which a goal is of extremely high importance relative to the other in the 
pair). Classical AHP attaches verbal descriptors to the values, such as "moderate 
importance of one over another" or "demonstrated importance" (Saaty 1980). For 
the current study, these terms were judged not to be especially meaningful to respon-
dents. Therefore, they were abandoned in favor of a simple row of boxes as shown in 
Figure 1. 
The product of this approach is the estimation of a series of weights umming to 
unity that gauge the importance an individual places on the various competing oals. 
These weights may be gauged for consistency under the logic that under perfect 
consistency: 
aik = ajjx ajk for all elements I, J andK 
For example, if criterion I is seen as twice as important as J and J is 4 times 
as important as K, then I should be 8 times as important as K. Needless to say, indi-
viduals do not demonstrate such perfectly consistent ratios in their responses. AHP 
methodology thus develops ametric to gauge the distance of an individual's response 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Improvement D D D D D D D D D D D D D D o o o Improvement 
In A is Both Bis In 
Geographic Much are much Flexibility 
Coverage More equally more 
Important important important 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Improvement D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D Improvement 
In Ais Both Bis In 
Reliability Much are much Advanced 
More equally more Reservations 
Important important important 
Figure 1. Sample questions from survey. 
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set from randomness. A value of0.1, or sometimes 0.2, on this metric (in which 0 
indicates "perfectly consistent" and 1 signifies "random") is seen as reflecting ad-
equate consistency to rely on results as reflecting an individual's considered judg-
ment (Saaty and Vargas 1982). When the consistency ratio is higher than 0.2, the 
analyst ypically offers the respondent the opportunity to clarify some or all of his or 
her assessments. 
Study Methodology 
With the assistance of SMART, a list of groups with a vested interest in public 
transit in metropolitan Detroit was developed. Representatives ofthese groups were 
also involved in this identification process. Group members were contacted for ini-
tial phone-based interviews in order to assess (1) the objectives that these groups 
would define for anAPTS implementation such as that planned by SMART, (2) other 
interest groups that should be represented in the evaluation process, and (3) other 
individuals associated with those groups that should be represented. Thus, a rela-
tively small initial group expanded to encompass abroad range of individuals and 
groups with interest in SMART ITS policies and implementation. Through phone-
based interviews, eight stakeholder groups were identified for this study, as shown in 
Table 1. The groups and representatives were selected for their likely interest in 
SMART policy, rather than for their representation of the population at large. Thus, 
no attempt is made here to infer to a larger population. The results represent the views 
of only the identified population of stakeholders in the SMART planning process. In 
all, 51 individuals were interviewed from groups 1 through 8 listed below. 
This study consists of two surveys, each with somewhat different populations. 
First, subjects were drawn from identified stakeholder groups interested in SMART 
policy. Individuals were identified and selected within the eight groups listed in 
Table 1. The second set of subjects of this study is paratransit passengers. Fifty-one 
passengers were interviewed on-board from 19 cities within the SMART service 
area. To select a representative group of passengers, amulti-stage cluster sampling 
technique was employed (Babbie 1990). Paratransit trips were stratified by service 
area based on each of four terminals, and by time. For sampled buses, all available 
passengers were interviewed. Three buses were selected from each terminal ( for a 
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Tablel 
Stakeholder Groups in the SMART Evaluation Process 
Group I: SMART 
Group 2: Customer 
Group 3: Local/regional 
public admin. 
Group 4: Federal officials 
Group 5: Agencies 
Group 6: Business people 
Group 7: Citizen groups 
Group 8: Non-profit regional 
organizations 
Customer operators, dispatchers, other 
SMART personnel 
Active customers (i.e., board attendees) 
City planning, city administration 
FHWA,FfA 
Agencies interested in using dispatch 
and related services 
People who played key roles in recent 
millage election 
Neighborhood and environmental 
groups 
Urban development foundations, 
organizations 
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total of 12 buses) and roughly 4 or 5 passengers were interviewed on each bus ( 51 in 
total). Thus, about 13 riders from the service area of each terminal were interviewed. 
Initial conversations with members of each of the stakeholder groups were 
conducted to identify a complete range of goals for SMART's APTS. Group mem-
bers' stated goals appeared to break down into two dimensions. The first set of goals, 
identified in Table 2 as "system" goals, pertained to the broadest objectives for SMART 
system improvements, including ridership expansion, enhancement of interagency 
cooperation, energy savings, congestion mitigation, and cost reduction. A second set 
of goals focused more narrowly the dimensions of SMART's paratransit service; 
these are labeled the "service" goals and are described in Table 3. Two questionnaires 
were developed for this study; the first addressed five broad policy goals shown in 
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Toble2 
Identified SMART System Goals and Their Definitions, 
as Presented to Respondents 
System Goal Explanation: Improvement 
Increase ridership Increase overall community transit ridership levels 
Improve coordination Improve coordination between SMART and other 
transit providers (for example, DOT and other 
paratransit) 
Save energy Reduce total gasoline and diesel consumption in 
motor vehicles in the SMART service area 
Improve cost effectiveness Deliver transportation services at a lower cost per 
service 
Reduce congestion Reduce the amount of congestion on the arterials 
and expressways in the SMART service area 
Table 2, while the second considered the seven goals directly related to SMART's 
operations, as shown in Table 3. 
The notion of a trade-off between goals is central to the design of this study, as 
ITS goals and outcomes can have mutually reinforcing or counteracting effects. For 
example, some strategies that increase ridership may impede cost effectiveness. Simi-
larly, pursuing service goals such as the potential for spontaneous travel may detract 
from other goals, such as reliability (Levine and Underwood 1996). 
To elicit information on stakeholders' valuations of such tradeoffs, amodified 
AHP approach was employed in this study. Accordingly, the respondent was pre-
sented with pairs of goals (Figure 1 ). To elicit valuation of the service goals, each 
goal was described by presenting data approximating the current situation and some 
target for ITS-based improvement in the future (Table 3). This quantitative specifi-
cation of the goals was a departure from classicalAHP, which would typically present 
two goals-for example, "advance reservations" and "scheduling"-and ask the re-
spondent to compare the goals' relative importance. Faced with this choice, however, 
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Table3 
Identified SMART Service Goals and Their Definitions, 
as Presented to Respondents 
Transit Service Before Improvement After Improvement 
Advance 50% of advance 75% of advance 
reservations reservation requests met reservation requests met 
Scheduling Can schedule a ride within Can schedule a ride within 
60 min of requested time 30 min of requested time 
Information Takes an avg of 6 min Takes an avg of 2 min 
to request a trip to request a trip 
Weekend& Cannot get a ride on 30% of the time can get a ride 
evening rides evenings & weekends on evenings & weekends 
Geographic 6-mile limitation to 10-mile limitation to 
coverage transfer-free coverage transfer-free coverage 
Flexibility 10% of ASAP requests met 30% of ASAP requests met 
Reliability 80% of time vehicle 95% of time vehicle 
arrives within desig- arrives within desig-
nated time window nated time window 
33 
the respondent might legitimately wonder: "How much improvement in advance 
reservations versus how much improvement in scheduling?" Thus, the respondent 
might have difficulty formulating an appropriate response (Harker and Vargas 1988). 
The specification of specific, quantified improvements inall goals was an attempt o 
reduce this ambiguity for the respondent. 
Respondents completed the questionnaire on computers in the presence of an 
interviewer. After all questions were answered, each respondent was shown a figure 
indicating the initial calculations of his or her weights regarding both the five system 
goals and the seven service goals described in Tables 2 and 3. All respondents were 
shown their initial consistency statistics and were given the opportunity to confirm 
their satisfaction with the initial calculation of weights. At this time, some respon-
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dents revised answers to improve the overall consistency of their responses or to 
adjust the relative weights of goals to better reflect their preferences. 
Preferences of Individuals and Stakeholder Groups 
Depending on one's view of the decisionmaking process, it is possible to view 
the respondents in this study either as individuals or as members of relevant stake-
holder groups. This study adopts both approaches. First, information on the indi-
viduals comprising the population as a whole is presented to examine ranges of 
prevailing opinions on SMART policy among the population studied. Next, indi-
viduals are examined for their tendency to represent groups of common interests. 
Analysis of Individual Results 
The output of the modified AHP approach described above is an index of the 
relative importance that each individual implicitly attaches to each goal in the study. 
The values for an individual sum to unity; i.e.," I" represents the total importance 
placed on all goals together. Though the primary result of such an analysis is a set of 
weights for each individual in the study, aggregation of scores is presented as a 
convenience to avoid presentation of what would otherwise be an indigestibly large 
amount of data. Means, rather than medians, are generally used to ensure· that weight-
ing for groups, like those pertaining to individuals, sum to unity. 
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Figure 2. Weight for system goals: means and 25th and 75th percentiles. 
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Figure 2 presents the means and the 25th and 75th percentile weights for each 
of the five goals across all respondents. For example, the mean weight of the "reduce 
congestion" goal was 0.14 and the interquartile range was from 0.06 to 0.19. The 
greatest weight was placed on improving coordination between SMART and other 
transportation agencies as the desired system goal, followed by increasing ridership 
and improving cost effectiveness. 
This result agrees well with earlier focus group discussions held with the re-
spondents, as the highest weighted goals tended to dominate the discussions. The goal 
rankings also seem reasonable when considering the stakeholder groups involved in 
this survey. Most of the groups and respondents have intimate concerns about transit-
based mobility in southeast Michigan. As a result, they are more concerned about 
immediate system improvements for transit in southeast Michigan than about a range 
of environmental concerns. 
Figure 3 presents parallel findings for the specific service goals. The highest 
preference was given to reliability, which has a mean value of 0.19. Interestingly, 
respondents accorded a relatively high weight to reliability, despite the fact that the 
base case-i.e., prior to improvement-was quite good (80 percent of vehicles arriv-
ing within the time window). The lowest rank was placed on information, with a 
mean value of0.09. The respondents appear to be more concerned about time sched-
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ules and do not want to wait or to be late. Scheduling, weekend and evening rides, and 
advance reservations show relatively high mean values (0.14 to 0.17) 
Flexibility (i.e., immediate service request), expanding the transfer-free dis-
tance, and reducing waiting time for trip requests were all somewhat less empha-
sized, with mean values around 0.10. In summary, respondents in this study are more 
concerned about faster and more reliable transportation service, and less concerned 
about service expansion in tenns of geography or time. Of course, potential riders-
as opposed to current riders-were not surveyed. Current riders, almost by defini-
tion, are having their basic mobility needs met by SMART, at least to some extent. 
People who have regular needs for travel outside of the constraints of the current 
SMART system, however, may weight goals differently. 
Analysis of Identified Stakeholder Groups 
An implicit assumption of a planning process that explicitly involves stake-
holder groups is one of similarity of interests within identifiable groups. Under this 
framework, these groups-as groups, not as aggregations of individuals- are pre-
sumed to be major players in the process of policymaking. This section analyzes the 
extent to which the representatives fonn groups and the extent to which these groups 
match their identified affiliations. Figure 4 presents mean weightings for SMART 
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system goals by the nine stakeholder groups. Each group's valuation of all goals 
combined is set to 100 percent. How each group divides up this total valuation among 
the various goals is represented by the heights of the bar segments. 
Overall, there appears to be greater similarity than difference between the 
groups. Most of the groups rate improving coordination highly, though SMART, 
agencies, and business groups tend to give it a higher rating than others. The federal/ 
state transportation and media/education groups rate increasing ridership and cost 
effectiveness highly compared to others. Improving cost effectiveness and increas-
ing ridership were rated similarly among various groups. Most groups give energy 
savings the lowest value, but non-profit organizations and local public administra-
tors give higher ranks than other groups for both goals. Regarding congestion, the 
media/education, on-profit, and federal/state transportation groups indicate higher 
values compared to other groups. 
The valuation of quality of service goals appears to have more differences 
among groups compared to system goals. Most groups rate improving reliability 
highly-around a mean value of0.20--while top ranking by passengers was given 
to scheduling (0.20), by businesses to weekend and evening rides (0.31 ), and by 
citizen groups to geographic overage (0.25). Compared to other groups, passengers 
gave the lowest value to reliability. Given that most passengers on paratransit buses 
are seniors and persons with disabilities, many of whom are not currently employed, 
this outcome may be due to a fair amount of flexibility in their schedules. Perhaps the 
most notable result of this analysis is that business groups place a high value on 
weekend and evening rides, with a group mean of0.31. Other groups ( e.g., SMART 
officials and the public sector) show less interest in this goal. Business groups may 
prefer extending service hours for their employees, as well as their customers. 
Geographic overage receives a high valuation from citizen groups but other 
groups appear somewhat less interested in this goal. Most groups rate information as 
their lowest value but the federal/state transportation group gives it a relatively 
higher value (0.13) compared to other groups. SMART employees tend to give lower 
values to both weekend and evening rides and geographic coverage while giving 
higher ranks to reliability, advance reservations, and scheduling. Passengers give 
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higher ranks to scheduling, weekend and evening rides, and advance reservation 
factors related to ridership. The federal/state transportation groups indicate higher 
values for scheduling and flexibility, similar to the valuation given by the local and 
regional public administration group. Valuation of geographic coverage and improv-
ing scheduling varied widely among groups, while reliability and information showed 
similar values among groups. 
Emerging from this breakdown of preference is a distinction between desired 
improvements on the basis of the respondent's affiliation. Families of improvements 
may be categorized as expansive (i.e., expanding service in the dimensions of time, 
geographic coverage, or flexibility) or incremental (i.e., improving service that is 
already provided, in terms of scheduling or reliability). Citizens' groups, businesses, 
and agencies appear to be more expansive in their vision, while SMART personnel 
appear to prefer a more incremental approach. Cun-ent passengers' valuations also 
appear more incremental in tone. This outcome probably is attributable to the self-
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selection that occurs among riders-those who are current customers are those whose 
basic destination and travel times are being served through current service. 
lmpad of Group Affiliation on Transit Preferences 
To further explore the significance of group membership on policy valuation, 
stepwise multiple regression was performed in an attempt to predict valuation of 
service improvement goals on the basis of individuals' characteristics, as well as 
stakeholder group affiliation. Table 4 presents the regression result for the four ( out 
of seven) service goals for which at least IO percent of the variance could be ex-
plained by group membership and demographic haracteristics. The results tend to 
support the findings reported above: for only four goals was stakeholder group 
affiliation a statistically significant predictor of valuation of SMART service goals 
(p<0.05). 
First, SMART affiliation and age are positively associated with improving ad-
vance reservations. Thus, SMART staff and older people appear to be more interested 
in improving than in expanding current service. Second, views on scheduling seem to 
be positively associated with membership in the customer group; this finding may 
have a similar interpretation to that associated with advance reservations. Third, the 
business group shows an interest in improving weekend and evening rides relative to 
other groups. Conversely, transportation groups as a whole (including SMART, lo-
caVregional public administration, and federaVstate ransportation officials) show a 
negative association with weekend and evening rides. The focus group discussions 
help explain this result: these groups are concerned about spreading resources too 
thinly over expanded service. Finally, the citizens' groups and nonprofit organiza-
tions show an interest in improving the geographic overage of transfer-free travel. 
In other words, they appear interested in allowing their clients to travel greater dis-
tances with less hassle. Quite possibly, such an improvement would allow these orga-
nizations to extend the geographic extent of their service provision. 
Among demographic variables, only age was included as a statistically signifi-
cant predictor variable. Age is positively associated with valuation of advance reser-
vations, while showing anegative relationship with valuation of weekend and evening 
rides. It may be that older people are more concerned about improving paratransit 
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1able4 
Stepwise Regressions Predicting Valuation of 
Service Improvement Coals (t-statlstlcs ln-,,arenthesls) 
Dependent Variables 
Ln Improving Ln Improving Ln Improving 
Independent Advance Improving Weekend& Geographic 
Variables Reservation Scheduling Evening Rides Coverage 
Constant -2.92 (-14.09) 0.16 (11.38) -1.31 (-3.7) -2.60(-33 .19) 
Age 0.14 (3.67) -0.18 (-3.03) 
Dummies: 
SMART 0.67 (2.66) 
Customer 0.04(2.09) 
Major agencies 
Business group 0.66 (1.48) 
Citizen group -0.09 (-2.09) 1.20 (3.84) 
Non-profit org. 0.66(2.10) 
Transportation -0.32 (-1.30) 
R2 0.16 0.11 0.12 0.16 
AdjustedR2 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.14 
* When the skewness of dependent variable is greater than I, natural log transfonnation 
was performed. Based on the natural log estimations described in above Table 8, the 
models may be presented in the following fashion: 
Estimated Improving Advance Reservation: 0.05 * e0.14 Ace * e0-675 MART 
Estimated Improving Weekend & Evening Rides: 0.27 * e·0-18A&e * e0·668111mcs• *
e· 0.32 Trans. 
Estimated Improving Geographic Coverage: 0.07 * e1.2ociiim1 * e0-66 Non-Profit 
* Underlined dummy variable in Weekend & Evening Rides are statistically significant 
only when P < 0.2. 
"' Media/education is the omitted stakeholder group dummy variables. 
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within its current ime limitations, while younger people prefer extending temporal 
coverage. In general, the results of stepwise regression are consistent with the results 
of means comparisons. 
Conclusion 
This study aims to understand how SMART and similar transit organizations 
may improve services for their customers and communities by using APTS. Several 
major themes emerge from the analyses above. 
Use of Stakeholder Preference Data in the APTS Planning Process 
This evaluation does not presume that there exists a single set of values upon 
which a judgment of efficacy of a transit organization can rest. Rather, the evaluation 
acknowledges the heterogeneity of interests in the planning efforts of a transit orga-
nization, the constituencies that influence it or may be impacted by its decisions, and 
the more general audience for which the evaluation will have some appeal. Transit 
officials are interested in tracking the political environment, including the view-
points of riders, the U.S. DOT, and national transportation policy leaders. The evalu-
ation was designed to capture these multiple interests through the application of 
multiattribute value and integrative analysis techniques. These techniques are de-
signed to clarify similarities and differences invalues between individuals and groups, 
to explore the potential for creating new implementation options, and to evaluate 
new and baseline options in terms of the stakeholders' values. 
Relative Consensus Among Groups 
Although stakeholders were drawn from a broad range of interest groups, in-
cluding riders, SMART employees, the business community, agency representatives 
and more, there was less variation among groups in preferences than might be ex-
pected. Statistically significant differences among groups were rare, indicating a 
fair degree of common ground in desired outcomes of transit planning. This may be 
good news for decisionmakers trying to forge system goals meeting the needs of a 
broad array of groups. 
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Importance of Scheduling and Advance Reservations 
The ability to provide for the trips that people request, referring both to the 
accommodation of trips and the match between the requested and the scheduled 
times, were important goals across various takeholder groups. Similarly, provision 
of reliable service was generally valued highly. Information provision, a focus of 
much of SMART's efforts in the early phase of the project, appears to be a lower 
priority. Thus, to the extent hat automatic scheduling and dispatch assist improved 
scheduling, trip reservation, and routing, it is likely to meet stakeholders' prefer-
ences. If systems focus largely on information provision, then stakeholders' goals 
will not be met as well. 
Focus on Mobility-Related Goals 
Two levels of goals were considered here: broad system-wide goals ( e.g., en-
ergy savings, interagency coordination, congestion reduction) and specific service 
characteristics such as advance reservations, cheduling, and reliability. Emerging 
from the broader perspective is a view that SMART's planning activities need to be 
oriented to effective mobility provision, per se, rather than related goals of energy 
savings or congestion reduction. Large numbers of people in the SMART service 
area are dependent on SMART and other providers for their mobility needs, and 
intelligent ransportation systems are seen as potential elements of meeting those 
needs. Furthermore, given transit's low mode share in the region, in the near term, 
incremental changes in transit policy can have little effect on energy use or conges-
tion. 
Expansiveness versus lnaementa/Jsm 
The goals discussed in both the quantitative and qualitative analyses can be 
divided into two principal families: 
I) those goals that pertain to operating current service more effectively, and 
2) those goals that pertain to expanding the types of service that SMART is 
able to off er. 
The former view can be referred to as the incremental view, while the latter may 
be seen as the expansive position. The expansive position appears most clearly among 
citizens' groups, social service agencies, and business people. These groups are keenly 
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interested in expansion of the geographic range that is accessible by SMART 
paratransit and expansion of the flexibility with which trips can be requested. Nota-
bly, the business community is particularly interested in expansion of the hours of 
service, presumably to facilitate travel by customers or employees during evenings 
and weekends. 
The more incremental view is held by transportation professionals and SMART 
employees who are aware of the constraints under which they work. Current passen-
gers also appear to be more incremental than expansive. At first glance this may be 
surprising, given that passengers are largely dependent on transit for their mobility 
needs. It seems that a process of selection has already occurred; current passengers 
are those for whom SMART more or less serves needed destinations and travel times. 
Furthermore, as current customers, passengers may also share an understanding of 
system tradeoffs and constraints. 
Assessment of the appropriate balance between the expansive and the incre-
mental views will be a continuing process that will undoubtedly occupy transit orga-
nizations for years to come. Methodologies tablished in the current study can assist 
in this process by identifying relevant views and perceptions of groups and individu-
als who are intimately involved in and concerned with the provision of transit and 
paratransit-based mobility. 
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Abstract 
47 
Experience has shown that manual data collection via ridechecks i  one of the most cost-
effective data collection methods for most transit systems when evaluating ridership levels and 
system pe,formance. Unfortuna.tely, thismanual metlwd of collecting ridership data and system 
operationa.l information produces both limited systemwide and route specific reports due to the 
amount of manual ridechecking required and the manual data processing involved. This is espe-
cially trne for larger transit systems. One possible alternate solution for a transit system to meet its 
need for reliable, accurate, detailed, up-to-date, and cost-effectively-obtained ridership data is 
through the use of automatic passenger counters, or APCs. Unlike manual ridechecks, anAPC 
system provides a transit system with an automated method for collecting information on the 
number of passenger boardings and alightings ata variety of system levels including route, route 
segment, or specific bus stops by time of day and by day of week.for example. This paper provides 
a general overview of APC systems. Included is a discussion of APC components, areview of 
typical transit system data needs, a list of current worldwideAPC vendors, the results of a survey 
ofNorthAmerican transit systems related toAPC usage, and a summarization f important issues 
for transit systems to consider when contemplating integratingAPC systems on board their ve-
hicles. 
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Introduction 
Efficient and effective public transit service delivery depends on the interplay 
of a multitude of internal and external factors, but in large part depends on accurate 
information collected about transit ridership and overall transit system operations. 
When provided with information about he transit system, the system's overall per-
formance and performance of individual routes and route segments can be assessed 
with great accuracy by system planning, scheduling, and management staff. Accu-
rate and comprehensive ridership data will indicate areas of strength and weakness in 
transit operations and will support and justify the corrective fforts established by 
transit agency staff. 
Historically, the data most appropriate for examining the performance of a 
transit system have been obtained from manually-derived passenger idechecks (a 
ridecheck is a ride, usually on a transit bus, on which staff manually tabulates the 
number of passenger boardings and alightings at each stop by time of day, tracks on-
time performance, and observes the operator's kills and compliance with rules and 
standards). Generally, these ridechecks reveal peak passenger loads by bus stop and 
run times on a specified route. The ridechecks also show the demand for the service 
at the time, location, and direction of that demand using these data. Frequency and 
running time decisions can be made so that the supply of service corresponds pre-
cisely with the actual demand for that service. This will provide optimal economies 
to the transit system and, hopefully, improve the provision of transit service to the 
system's customers. 
Experience has shown that many transit systems use labor-intensive manual 
ridechecks during specific service periods to collect ridership (number of boardings 
and alightings at the stop level) and operational data such as run times. Currently, this 
is one of the most cost-effective data collection methods for most transit systems. 
Unfortunately, this manual method of collecting ridership data and system opera-
tional information produces both limited systemwide and route specific reports due 
to the amount of manual ridechecking required and the manual data processing 
involved. This is not to say, however, that processing this limited amount of manu-
ally-collected information into reports does not provide beneficial information to 
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support decisions by transit system staff. Nevertheless, the limited information ob-
tained associated with collecting and processing information into a comprehensive 
database by manual ridechecks has persuaded some transit systems to pursue the 
utilization of an automated alternative data collection method. 
One possible alternate solution for a transit system to meet its need for reliable, 
accurate, detailed, up-to-date, and cost-effectively-obtained ridership data is through 
the use of automatic passenger counters, or APCs. Unlike manual ridechecks, APCs 
provide a transit system with an automated method for collecting the number of 
passenger boardings and alightings at a variety of system levels including route, 
route segment, or specific bus stops by time of day and by day of week, for example. 
Unlike the limited information available via manual ridechecks, APCs provide the 
transit agency the opportunity to automatically collect a host of additional informa-
tion about operations, as well. In addition, APCs also enable transit systems to auto-
matically upload the passenger and run time data that were collected through various 
electronic means, thus eliminating the errors that can accompany manual data entry. 
What is an APC System? 
As stated above, an APC system provides an automated method for collecting 
passenger and system data. Among the additional parameters that can be measured 
by an APC system are maximum and minimum load points, boarding and alighting 
rates, vehicle dwell times, door cycles, wheelchair lift cycles, distance traveled, and 
vehicle average speed. 
AnAPC system can be seen as akin to a microscope in that it permits transit 
system staff to intently focus on the productivity and quality of their system's perfor-
mance at various levels, ranging from individual bus stops or route segments, to time 
point segments, and to the overall transit system as a whole. Just as the development 
of new technologies uch as the Internet has increased knowledge about the world 
around us, an APC system will allow transit staff to identify problems that may not 
have been possible to identify when analyzing data gathered via manual ridechecks 
and to create innovative strategies for improving their transit system's performance. 
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Basic Components 
To collect ridership data such as load levels and their locations, a number of 
APC hardware components are required including: 
• counting sensors (treadle mats, 1-R beams, etc.); 
• an odometer sensor for location referencing; 
• a clock to determine the time that the passenger activity occurred (usually in 
the microprocessor); 
• a data processing unit to tabulate, accumulate, and store passenger activity 
data onboard the bus; 
• data storage devices consisting of either integrated circuit semiconductor 
memory; cassette tape; or 5¼-, 3½-inch computer diskettes, or hard drive 
(all three usually contained in the data processing unit); 
• a power supply to convert primary bus voltage (usually 12 or 24 volts DC 
nominal) to the APC system; 
• engine sensors to register engine dwell and idle times; 
• wheelchair lift sensors to register wheelchair lift activity; 
• door sensors to register door openings and closings; and 
• either radio signposts or some type of global positioning system (GPS) 
technology to improve the confidence in the location referencing of odom-
eter readings. 
The current state-of-the-art methods of automatic passenger counting currently 
in use can be divided into several technologies: infra-red (1-R) beams, treadle mats, 
optical sensors, and low ultrasonic fyequency sensors. (These latter two technologies 
have specific application on low-floor buses, which present a special problem for 
APC 1-R beam and treadle mat technologies when counting passenger activity due to 
the width, height, and design of the buses' front door. However, at the time of this 
writing, these two technologies were not being widely used in North American tran-
sit systems. For this reason, in-depth information about these two technologies has 
not been included herein.) To illustrate, the APC technology that utilizes 1-R beams 
computes the total number of boardings and alightings by tabulating the number of 
times the beam is "interrupted" by a passenger entering or exiting the bus. Generally, 
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the 1-R beams are placed at the waist height of passengers. Algorithms are specifi-
cally built into theAPC's proprietary software to take into account the under-and 
over-counting of passengers created by multiple passengers crossing the beam si-
multaneously and passengers exiting through the front door on a two-or-more-door 
bus (accomplished through the sequence in which the 1-R beams are broken). 
APC treadle mat technology tracks passenger boardings and alightings through 
passenger foot pressure on sensing contacts/switches positioned in the "tread" of the 
bus's stairwell steps. TheAPC's treadle mats are designed to replace the bus's existing 
stairwell mats. Proper fit of the treadle mats is critical for safety reasons and to 
properly determine the stream of passenger activity in each stairwell. Similar to the 
APCs that utilize 1-R beams, the APC's software is tailored to account for the under-
and over-counting of passengers. 
Optical sensors are a non-contact vision system that optically detects passenger 
activity. This specific APC technology was designed for application on low-floor 
buses. A single overhead optical sensor is mounted in each doorway of the vehicle to 
detect passenger boardings and alightings. One of the strengths of this type of system 
over APCs that use treadle mats or 1-R beams is its ability to detect multiple passen-
gers in doorways and simultaneous bi-directional passenger flows (particularly use-
ful on vehicles with only one door). 
Ultrasonic frequency sensors are acoustic in nature and track passengers by 
transmitting and receiving ultrasonic pulses, i.e., pulses of sound that are above the 
range of human hearing (typically 30 to 100 kHz). At the time of the project upon 
which this paper is based, ultrasonic frequency sensor technology for specific appli-
cation on low-floor buses was still in the beta test stages. Therefore, specific inf orma-
tion about this APC technology could not be included herein. Currently, however, 
this technology is being tested at OC Transpo in Ottawa-Carleton, Canada. 
For each of theAPC technologies, the location of the bus when theAPC system 
is performing actual counts of passenger boardings and alightings while in revenue 
service is inferred by using an odometer. Confidence in the position of the bus is 
improved by using either electronic signposts or GPS. Signpost echnology has been 
in use for many years by a number of transit agencies in conjunction with APC 
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systems and other technologies such as automatic vehicle location (A VL ), but GPS is 
a relatively new technology that is now being more widely incorporated with APCs 
and other technologies such asAVL to greatly improve locational accuracy of transit 
vehicles. Signposts are commonly ground-based, short-range radio transmitters lo-
cated throughout agiven transit system's ervice area that provide a number of accu-
rately known locational references. Between signposts, the bus's location is deduced 
by the APC's data processing unit by correlating the distance traveled provided by 
the odometer with the route the vehicle is traveling while in revenue service. 
Unlike the ground-based signpost echnology used with some APC systems, 
APCs that utilize GPS technology make use of satellites positioned around the earth 
to determine, with great accuracy (usually within a few meters), the location of the 
transit buses that are affixed with GPS receivers. The GPS satellites transmit signals 
that permit, with tremendous accuracy, the identification of the global position of 
the GPS receiver(s) placed on the transit buses, therefore also allowing for the pre-
cise determination of the location of the transit buses within the transit agency's 
service area. Specifically, the GPS receiver(s) placed on the transit buses use the 
GPS satellites as reference points for triangulating a precise position 9n earth. Two 
satellite measurements determine an intersection of two spheres and a third measure-
ment identifies two points common to the spheres, while a fourth measurement 
determines the specific point. One point that should be noted is that, despite the 
improved accuracy oflocation determination using A VL/GPS technologies, itis still 
possible for location errors to occur, e.g., weakened signal or complete signal loss 
resulting in positional inaccuracies of, or total loss of positional information for, 
specific time point/bus top location(s). 
To clarify the workings of anAPC system for the reader, a simple flow diagram 
contained in Figure 1 illustrates ahypothetical APC system. It should be pointed out 
that APC systems (both hardware and software) currently in use at transit properties 
throughout North America have been customized agreat deal to fit the particular 
data needs of these transit agencies as well as the design problems related to the 
installation of an APC system that are created by a transit agency's bus fleet being 
composed of different bus types from a variety of manufacturers. Therefore, no two 
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APC systems in operation are identical and, also, for these reasons, an "off-the-shelf" 
APC system does not truly exist that can be easily integrated into and satisfy the 
diverse needs of a particular transit system. It is also for these reasons that detailed 
information related to the per unit cost of APCs could not be obtained and included. 
Once the boarding and alighting data are collected by anAPC system, they can 
either be stored in integrated circuit semiconductor memory, on a cassette tape, or on 
a 5¼-or 3½-inch computer diskette. The current methods for data transfer from the 
APC's data processing unit consist of the following: 
• Transit agency staff manually retrieves collected ata from either a cassette 
tape, diskette (5¼-or 3½-inch), or magnetic data card ( other forms of stor-
age media may be available). 
• Transit agency staff manually retrieves the collected data by linking to the 
APC's data processing unit via a portable laptop computer which transfers 
the data to a diskette or hard drive in the laptop. 
GPS/ 
Front Rear GPS/ ~ Signpost 
Rear Front Treadle Treadle SigntJOSt Transmitter 
Door Door Mat/I-R Mat/1-R Receiver (Option) 
Sw,ch sw,ch Beam Beam (Option) 
' ' ' Bus .. Bus .. Passenger 1+Offloading Interface Power Unit Counting Unit Port 
t t t 
Odometer Engine Bus Infrared Garage Infrared Signal Run 
Signal Transceiver ..s. Transceiver (Option) (Option) 
I 
Garage/Host 
Computer 
Source: Microtronix Vehicle Technology s 
Web site (http://mvt.microtronix.ca) 
Figure 1. Illustration of a hypothetical APC system 
and related components. 
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• Transit agency staff manually links, usually using a telephone line, the APC's 
data processing unit to a wayside computer located at the transit system's 
garage, for example. 
• Equipment is used to automatically transfer data from the APC 's data pro-
cessing unit via the vehicle radio or a communication system such as A VL to 
a central computer located at the transit system's garage or central facility. 
The ridership data can be transmitted in real time with the vehicle location 
provided by the A VL system. 
• An optical link (I-R beam) to automatically transfer data from the APC's 
data processing unit to a wayside computer at the transit system's garage, for 
example. 
In addition to the basic APC components listed previously, a transit system that 
is evaluating the potential use of APCs will also have to consider additional equip-
ment for the storage and processing of the resulting APC obtained data. This equip-
ment may include computer equipment (laptops, PCs, mainframe, LAN), long-tenn 
storage devices, and supplemental nalysis oftware such as SPSS or SAS. 
lypical Data Needs 
For a transit system to effectively and objectively evaluate its performance and 
identify potential areas for service improvement, a significant amount of informa-
tion about passenger boardings and alightings is required at both the micro-and 
macro-level. Collecting and evaluating this infonnation is critical for a transit sys-
tem to make effective decisions about changes in service provision that will translate 
into increased operating efficiencies and improve the provision of transit service to 
the general public. In deciding whether or not to implement an APC system, a transit 
system first needs to evaluate its data needs and the intended use( s) of the data by its 
service planning and scheduling departments once it has been collected by the APC 
system. This is a critical first step since the data an APC system gathers can be tailored 
to meet the specific data and report generation requirements pecified by a transit 
system. 
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• 
Typical data needs can be grouped into several general categories as follows: 
Data for Service Planning-data related to the daily variation in total pas-
sengers, boarding and alighting distributions, county of operation, over-
crowding (standees) times/locations, and actual run times compared to sched-
uled times by route and route segment, by time period and day of week. 
From these data, a transit system can monitor the minimum and maximum 
passenger loads by direction, determine average speeds for the purpose of 
restructuring routes and headways, and derive various other measures for 
comparison with its route-and system-level service standards. In addition, 
these data can also be used to discover ifthere are any seasonal variations in 
ridership and run times. The need here is to conduct frequent enough data 
collection so that the statistical significance of the daily variations can be 
identified with a high degree of confidence. 
• Data for Scheduling-data related to individual stop and trip boardings and 
alightings, run times, dwell times, deadheading times, time point arrival and 
departure times, and on-time performance. From these data, for example, 
run time analyses can be performed to monitor and adjust trip cycle times to 
maximize both cost efficiencies and passenger comfort. 
• Data for Transportation Management-data related to the daily exceptions 
to the scheduled time point and stop arrivals and departure times of buses, 
passenger loads at important locations, and compliance with National Tran-
sit Database (NTD, formerly Section 15) reporting requirements. 
APCStudies 
To identify current information on APC technologies, an in-depth review of 
available APC literature was conducted, as was an Internet search using key words 
and phrases such as "automated passenger counting systems" and "vehicle technol-
ogy." Unfortunately, the APC literature available for review is sparse and is not as 
current as originally thought. However, documentation from several APC demon-
stration projects conducted by transit systems were identified and reviewed. 
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One of the primary concerns about the data that are obtained from an APC 
system is the accuracy of the passenger boardings and alightings. Overall, theAPC 
information indicates that, for routes with higher volumes of passenger activity, 
APCs have a tendency to undercount rather than overcount passenger activity. Re-
garding specific activity, the literature points out that passenger boardings tend to be 
counted more accurately than alightings. The most likely explanation for this is that 
passengers boarding atransit vehicle tend to do so in a more orderly fashion (i.e., one 
at a time in a queue) than when alighting, particularly on buses with two or more rear 
doors. When evaluating APCs, transit agencies that use manual data collection meth-
ods must weigh this problem of APCs under-and over-counting passengers in cer-
tain situations against he errors that can typically occur during manual data entry of 
the ridecheck collected ata. However, itshould further be noted that the problem of 
under-and over-counting passengers can also occur during manual data collection, 
especially during heavy passenger loads. 
In 1991, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) con-
ducted a six-week test of APC systems to determine their feasibility for collecting 
data for the conduct of economic route analyses (WMATA 1991 ). The route selected 
for the APC test represented atypical bus route in the WMATA service area. Three 
buses were equipped with APC systems using 1-R beams. In addition to the on-bus 
APC systems, nine radio signposts were installed as well to improve the location 
accuracy of the passenger counting. During peak hours, the route offered six-minute 
headways, requiring 13 buses. At the time the tests were conducted, weekday rider-
ship was about 7,700 passengers. The accuracy of the APC-collected data was mea-
sured at the route, route segment, and bus stop level. Manual ridechecks were per-
formed with persons on the APC-equipped buses simultaneously as the APCs re-
corded passenger activity. 
During the WMATA tests, the ridecheckers recorded more than 17,000 boardings 
and an almost equal number of alightings. On average, the boardings recorded by the 
APC systems varied by less than one percent ( about 99 percent accurate) from the 
manually-recorded data. With respect o alightings, the average variance between 
the APCs and manually-recorded data was less than two percent ( about 98 percent 
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accurate). In addition, maximwn load data between the APC systems and manually-
collected ata compared favorably. Overall, the tests concluded that the APC systems 
performed equal to that of the manual ridecheckers. It should be mentioned that 
communication with several APC vendors and transit systems that are currently 
usingAPC technology determined that the counting accuracy for both boardings and 
alightings, even during peak loads, is consistently above 90 percent regardless of 
APC system configuration (i.e., sensor type used, etc.). 
A study of APC systems at OC Transpo located in Ottawa-Carleton, Canada, 
uncovered some of the reasons why APC systems that use I-R beams may inaccu-
rately count passenger activity (OCRTC 1986). Some of the reasons listed include 
mistakenly counting umbrellas or waving arms of passengers that crossed the I-R 
beams as stairwell activity, missing very small children who walked under the I-R 
beams, undercounting roups of passengers who boarded or alighted very close 
together, counting passengers more than once who swayed back and forth while in 
the stairwell, mistakenly counting a boarding passenger as alighting or vice versa 
(particularly problematic on one-door buses), counting errors arising from dirt ac-
cumulating on the front door windows which distorted the I-R beam when the door 
was open, and cold weather adversely affecting the performance of the 1-R sensors. 
These problems were ameliorated by simple routine maintenance such as cleaning 
the front door windows, heating the I-R beam sensor heads during cold weather, 
disabling the countirtg mechanism when the doors are closed, and optimally locating 
( 
the sensors at the front and rear doors. It should be noted that correction algorithms 
will still need toibe developed and utilized to account for any remaining error( s ). 
In addition to the problems encountered with I-R beams inaccurately counting 
passenger activity, treadle mats also have difficulty accurately counting passengers 
in a variety of situations. These situations usually occur when passengers behave 
inconsistently when boarding or alighting vehicles. For example, young passengers 
or commuters rushing to catch the bus will sometimes kip a step in the vehicle's 
stepwell; confused individuals will sometimes walk partway up the steps to ask a 
driver for information while stepping on the mat, then back out of the vehicle after a 
response has been given; and passengers waiting in line to board a vehicle will 
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sometimes rock back and forth with a heel-to-toe motion on one or more of the 
vehicle's steps thereby creating confusion in the APC system as to the direction of 
travel (boarding vs. alighting) (Microtronix 1997). 
In addition, treadle mats are more susceptible to environmental/climatic condi-
tions than I-R beams, according to a demonstration project of APCs at Denver Re-
gional Transportation District (RTD) (Denver RTD 1985). These include excessive 
vibration caused by poor road conditions which can loosen the mats from the vehicle 
steps, and the seepage of water and/or salt ( especially in winter climates) into the 
mat( s) when punctures occur due to rocks, grit, glass, etc. However, itshould be noted 
that the RTD study also concluded that I-R beams are susceptible to vibration as well, 
which can cause misalignment of the beams. In addition, the study noted that the 
misalignment of the I-R beams can also occur due to vandalism. 
In addition to being able to collect ransit system data automatically, APCs also 
offer significant data collection cost savings. In at least one study of the economic 
feasibility of APCs conducted by WMATA, it was noted that between a 66 and 90 
percent cost savings can be realized via the use of APCs over manual ridecheckers. 
The review of APC information and an Internet search developed a list of APC 
vendors, as shown in Table 1. From these sources, a list of 41 transit systems that have 
in the past used or are currently using APCs in North America was also compiled. A 
survey of these particular transit systems was conducted to gather information about 
their experiences with APC systems. 
Transit System Survey 
To identify current APC technologies/vendors, a brief 13-question APC-re-
lated survey was developed and faxed to 41 transit agencies in the United States and 
Canada to determine if they have ever used or are currently using APC technology, 
the type of technology employed (if applicable), the vendor of the technology, uses 
for the ridership data once collected by the APC system, and the accuracy of the 
ridership data collected by the APC system, among other information. The survey 
was sent to the planning director or applicable position or the APC technician, where 
identified, within each transit agency. Of the 41 transit systems surveyed, nine were 
Canadian properties. 
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U.S. Vendors 
Tablel 
APCVendors 
Urban Transportation Associates (UTA) (1-R Beams, GPS Locator, Proprietary 
APC Data Analysis Software), 700 East McMillan, Ste. 302, Cincinnati, OH 
45206, (T) 513/961-0099, (F) 513/751-2821 
Canadian Vendors 
Microtronix Vehicle Technologies (MVT) (Treadle Mat and Optical Sensor, 
Signpost or GPS Locator), 200 Aberdeen Drive, London, Ontario N5V 4N2, {T) 
519/659-9500, (F) 519/659-8500, mvt@microtronix.com 
ILi Technologies, Inc. (Treadle Mat & Low Ultrasonic Frequency, Signpost, 
Proprietary APC Data Analysis Software), 830,407 - 2nd Street S.W., Calgary, 
Alberta T2P 2Y3, (T) 403/291-9161, (F) 403/291-9660, ilitech@telusplanet.net 
Wardrop Applied Systems, Inc. (Proprietary APC Data Analysis Software), 600-
6725 Airport Road, Mississauga, Ontario L4 V 1 V2, (T) 416/673-3 788, (F) 416/ 
673-8007 
Red Pine Instruments, LTD. (1-R Beams, Signpost/OPS Locator, Proprietary 
APC Data Analysis Software), RR 1, Denigh, Ontario KOH lL0, (T) 613/333-
2776, (F) NA 
European Vendors 
Dilax AG (information on APC technology available), Seepanorama, CH-8559, 
Fruthwilen Lankwitzer Strasse 3, D-12209, Switzerland, (T) ( +41) 71 663 75 75, 
(F) (+41) 71 663 75 76, di/ax@paus.ch 
INIT (Passive 1-R Detector Array, Signpost or GPS, Proprietary APC Data 
Analysis Software), Haid-und-Neu-Strasse 7-9, D-7500 Karlsruhe, Berlin, 
Germany, Cn 0-721-69-10-73-76, (F) 0-721-69-68-08, postmaster@init-ka.de 
Note: This table is provided for informational purposes only; it is not intended to be an 
endorsement of the APC vendors or their equipment. The information contained in the table 
was collected in March 1999. MVT and Wardrop Applied Systems, Inc. work jointly to 
provide APC systems. 
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A total of 25 surveys was returned, with 14 of the responding transit systems 
indicating that they currently use or have in the past used APC systems. With regard 
to the different ypes of APC technology employed by each, three systems indicated 
that they use( d) treadle mats, and the rest use either dual, multiple, or passive I-R 
beam technology. Discussions with staff at several of the responding transit systems 
revealed the fact that anAPC system's counting technology (e.g., treadle mat, 1-R 
beam, etc.) is not as critical to the quality of the passenger and system data collected 
as is the APC system's oftware. The transit staff that were interviewed noted that the 
APC system's software is the most critical ink to obtaining quality passenger count 
and other system data. In addition, the transit system staff specifically noted that 
there is a nominal difference with regard to accuracy between the differing APC 
counting technologies. Also, several of the transit system staff commented that sign-
post technology works better in a highly urban environment, particularly in a metro-
politan downtown setting with high-rise buildings, and that, overall, there is only a 
marginal difference between signpost and GPS technology for use in improving the 
confidence of an APC system's odometer eadings. 
On the survey, transit systems were also asked to provide information about 
their use( s) for the data collected by their APC systems. Responses to the survey show 
that the majority of the transit systems use APC-collected ata primarily to create, 
evaluate, and adjust schedules and run times, and plan and justify route changes, as 
shown in Table 2. Other, less common uses of the APC-generated ata are for the 
purpose ofNTD reporting requirements, monitoring driver performance, and deter-
mining the location of bus stops. Approximately 93 percent of the transit systems 
that indicated that they use( d) an APC system are satisfied with the system's overall 
reliability and about the same percent are satisfied with the accuracy of their ob-
tained passenger information; the vast majority of these transit systems noted that 
they are achieving accuracy levels of 90 percent and above regardless of the APC 
counting technology employed. Last, of the 14 transit systems that reported that they 
use( d) an APC system, 12 noted that they periodically verify the accuracy of the 
information collected by their APC systems via only manual ridechecks while the 
other two transit systems use a combination of manual ridechecks and GFI farebox-
generated information. 
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Table2 
lransit System Uses for APC Systems 
Uses for APC Systems 
Numberof 
Responding 
Transit Systems 
Create/evaluate/adjust run times/schedules 14 
Plan/justify route changes 13 
Evaluate marketing strategies 3 
Estimate expected revenue 
Determine fleet needs 2 
Monitor driver performance 3 
Determine location of stop facilities 5 
NTD reporting 6 
Other 2 
Important Considerations 
61 
In sum, there are many aspects to consider when contemplating the implemen-
tation of APCs by a transit system. Specifically, a number of important issues were 
revealed during the course of this research related to integratingAPCs into a transit 
system. These important considerations are as follows. 
I. It is critical that scheduling, planning, management, and maintenance staff 
all embrace their system's APC program in order to ensure that the resulting data will 
be properly utilized and that the APC units will be properly maintained. 
2. For any APC system to perform up to expectation it is critical, in conjunc-
tion with other factors, that a transit agency have a very detailed bus stop inventory 
that includes the number of bus stops and the exact mileage between the bus stops at 
the individual route level for the entire system, assuming that all routes will be 
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sampled using the APC system, prior to APC system installation. This will allow for 
precise analysis of passenger activity at the bus stop and route segment levels as well 
as on-time performance for both individual routes and the system as a whole. 
3. Agency staff must be prepared to handle and analyze the voluminous amount 
of information gathered by the APC systems in comparison to the typically scant 
information obtained from manual ridechecks. This may require additional training 
of planning and scheduling staff. 
4. Agency staff should prepare a detailed sampling plan that specifies exactly 
how and when the APC-equipped buses will collect passenger data prior to APC 
system installation. This becomes especially important if the APC-equipped buses 
will be used to satisfy NTD reporting requirements or for the statistical validity of 
data collected for other reasons. 
5. Environmental conditions in which a transit system operates hould be taken 
into account prior to selecting an APC counting technology since rain, dirt, snow, 
salt, and extreme fluctuations in temperature may adversely affect the operation of a 
specific counting technology. For example, treadle mats have a slight tendency for 
water to seep into the mats which can lead to corrosion of the mat's internal switches, 
particularly in climates that experience prolonged winters or rainy seasons. 
6. Agency staff should consider carefully their particular data needs and the 
purposes for which they will be utilizing APC-generated information when deter-
mining how many vehicles to outfit with APCs. APC systems can be quite costly, 
especially with custom modifications, and putting units on more vehicles than a 
system actually requires is an unnecessary waste of funds. The rule of thumb sug-
gested by a number of APC vendors and transit systems currently using APCs is to 
outfit 10 percent of a system's active vehicle fleet with APC units ( since sampling is 
typically used when collecting ridership data [both manually and automatically], it 
is not necessary to equip a larger percentage of a system's fleet with APCs ). 
7. Consideration should also be given to the fleet mix on which the APCs will 
be installed to make sure that routes requiring buses with smaller turning radii or 
buses with large seating capacities (articulated) be accommodated. 
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8. The portability of the APC units between buses of varying types and the 
wiring of additional buses to accept APC systems hould be another consideration at 
the time of initial unit installation. This is important since a particular bus may break 
down while in revenue service for a variety of reasons and it may be necessary to 
transfer the APC system to another bus of the same type. 
9. Agency staff should be familiar with and account for the Transit Communi-
cations Interface Protocols (TCIP) family of standards including SAE J 1708 ( sup-
ports communication among devices installed on a transit bus) and JI 587 ( an exten-
sion of JI 708 which defines data and message identifiers) prior to APC system 
installation so that subsequent integration with other advanced technologies for transit 
( e.g., A VL) will be possible. 
10. Care should be taken in the placement of APC counting sensors and central 
processor units. Treadle mats need to be perfectly fitted on the vehicles steps to 
ensure that all passenger activity is recorded and that there are no extended mat edges 
that can create a hazard to boarding/alighting passengers or make the mat more 
susceptible to damage or vandalism. Similarly1 1-R beam sensors should be as unno-
ticeable to passengers as possible and completely out of the passenger stream so that 
inadvertent bumping and/or vandalism will not occur that could possibly effect 
sensor alignment and, therefore, their counting accuracy. If possible, the APC system 
central processing unit or other modular components hould also be located in a 
hidden and "out-of-the-way" location to prevent damage and/or vandalism. 
Based on these observations, it is apparent hat the decision to utilize APCs 
requires more than just selecting and installing aparticular APC technology. Consid-
erable planning needs to occur prior to, during, and after the installation of APCs, 
even if only for demonstration purposes. Only with this planning and proper prepa-
ration can the efficient and effective collection of accurate information about transit 
ridership and overall transit system operations be realized usingAPCs. 
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Research describing the effectiveness of providing signal priority to transit vehicles is pre-
sented. Results from previous tudies indicate that the effectiveness oftransit signal priority de-
pends on a nwnber off actors, including the type of transit route, the transit usage level, and the time 
of day. This research describes and evaluates several transit signal priority provision methods 
during both peak and off-peak times. Results indicate that providing signal priority during off-peak 
times is often justified, due to excess capacity available within the transportation network. How-
ever, during peak times, transit signal priority use is justified only when the transit usage level is 
higk 
Introduction 
In recent years, rising population levels coupled with low density development 
outside center cities has created a large increase in demand placed upon transporta-
tion networks in many urban areas. Building additional infrastructure to meet these 
increasing demand levels is expensive and time consuming and often encourages 
more travel. Therefore, in recent years, transportation professionals have shifted 
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their efforts from building additional transportation infrastructure to operating the 
existing infrastructure more efficiently. 
Encouraging travel in high occupancy vehicles, such as public transit, is one 
way to meet growing levels of travel demand while building little or no additional 
transportation capacity. However, low public transit usage plagues many urban areas, 
especially urban areas with low density development. In low density urban areas, 
travelers do not share many common origins or destinations, making it difficult for 
public transit to provide service levels competitive with the private automobile. 
Therefore, policies providing priority to high occupancy vehicles have been 
initiated in many urban areas. Priority for public transit vehicles has been initiated in 
many urban areas over the past 25 to 30 years. Traditionally, priority for transit 
vehicles has been provided through signal timing advantages at signalized intersec-
tions. However, methods for providing signal priority for transit vehicles that con-
sider the well-being of the transportation etwork as a whole should be developed. 
This study examines work that previously has been performed in the transit 
signal priority arena, and proposes and evaluates methods of providing transit signal 
priority, during both peak and off-peak times. 
Based on past transit signal priority studies, conditions favorable for transit 
signal priority success and strategies for its use are identified. These strategies were 
tested with both peak and off-peak traffic levels along a case study arterial network 
using computer simulation. Results from the computer simulation are evaluated over 
the entire arterial network to determine whether the various transit signal priority 
strategies provide an overall arterial network benefit. 
Literature Review 
Strategies for awarding priority for transit vehicles have been developed and 
tested in the field or using computer simulation over the past 20 to 30 years. Several 
signal priority algorithms are identified in a 1995 report by Sunkari of the Texas 
Transportation Institute (TTI) (Sunkari et al. 1995). These include both passive and 
active priority strategies. With passive priority, signalization plans are not affected 
by the presence or absence of transit vehicles. Shortening cycle lengths and splitting 
phases are examples of passive priority strategies. These algorithms are explained in 
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greater detail in a related report by Urbanik ( 1977), also from TTL Urbanik notes 
that shortening the cycle length along an arterial reduces stopped time delay to both 
transit vehicles, and private vehicles. However, the merits of a shortened cycle length 
must be weighed against the capacity reduction along the arterial. 
Splitting phases refers to splitting transit's signal phase into multiple phases 
whose total time equals its original duration. This reduces the cycle length for the 
transit vehicle's approach, without altering the overall intersection cycle length. 
Urbanik notes that active priority algorithms are different han passive priority 
algorithms, in that active priority measures are only taken in response to a transit 
vehicle signal priority request. Green extensions and red truncations are forms of 
active priority that steal green time from cross street approaches to be added to the 
end and beginning of the transit approach's green phase, respectively. 
Active priority measures can be grouped into two categories: 1) unconditional 
priority, and 2) conditional priority. With unconditional priority (or preemption), a 
priority measure is granted whenever the transit vehicle calls for priority, subject to 
safety considerations. When using conditional priority, a transit vehicle is not neces-
sarily given priority at an intersection every time priority is requested. Instead, the 
well-being of cross streets is considered before priority is granted to the transit 
vehicle's approach. 
Bowen et al. (1994) describes how several parameters must be established be-
fore signal priority can effectively be granted to buses. The degree of intersection 
saturation below which priority may be granted is a highly important parameter. If 
this cutoff value is set too high, the usefulness of green extensions or red truncations 
will be lost when used in heavily congested environments. In addition, the intersec-
tion level of service may be further sacrificed through the excessive use of signal 
priority. However, if this cutoff value is set too low, buses that cou]d have benefited 
from signal priority will not be granted a green extension or a red truncation. Green 
extension and red truncation lengths are also highly important variables. According 
to Bowen, the amount of priority shou]d vary from intersection to intersection based 
on the amount of spare intersection capacity. 
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Hounsell et al. (1996) tested active bus priority using simulation and deter-
mined that bus delay savings of 20-30 percent are possible without significant im-
pacts to general traffic, when appropriate control settings (cutoff degree of satura-
tion for priority use, etc.) are used with signal priority. Also, simulation showed 
increasing bus delay savings when signal priority was used with decreasing intersec-
tion saturation levels. 
Hounsell also found that the use of green extensions alone, without red trunca-
tions, had the best overall impact upon traffic. The delay savings to transit are in-
creased by supplementing green extensions with red truncations, but at a high cost to 
the general traffic. 
In a separate paper, Hounsell and Wu ( 1995) identified additional issues in-
volved with signal priority. The frequency of bus arrivals was identified as a key 
variable in determining appropriate signal priority strategies. In London, when buses 
were operated with one-minute headways, providing reen extensions only was iden-
tified as the optimum strategy. When operating at headways horter than one minute, 
adjusting signal timings to allow for bus progression was recommended. 
A study conducted by the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto (1991) found 
that streetcar delays and travel times decrease with the introduction of signal prior-
ity. Due to high transit usage in Toronto, this reduction in delay translates into sub-
stantial savings in passenger-minutes ofdelay. In addition, negative impacts to the 
cross streets resulting from priority were minimal. Further, green extensions were 
far more effective than red truncations. Often, red truncations were "lost" or could 
not be used by the streetcars along Queen Street. 
Al-Sahili and Taylor used TRAF-Netsim totest the effectiveness of active sig-
nal priority (1995). Results indicate that arterial traffic suffered from overall in-
creased delays whenever signal priority was initiated. Since the arterial traffic vol-
umes were rather high, upon receiving signal priority, signal progression along the 
arterial was lost, resulting in increased ownstream intersection delay. Therefore, 
along heavily traveled arterials, signal progression, rather than signal priority, ap-
pears to be of prime importance. 
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The sensitivity of transit signal priority success to the ratio of arterial and cross 
street traffic volumes also was examined. The ratios of arterial traffic volumes to 
cross street traffic volumes elected for the analysis were 2: 1, 3: 1, and 5: 1. 
Results of the simulation indicate that negative impacts (in terms of increased 
delay per vehicle) introduced through the various signal priority techniques are 
significant at low volume ratios (2: 1 ), but insignificant at high volume ratios ( 5: 1 ). 
However, benefits from signal priority in terms of reduced bus travel times and 
delays decreases with increasing volume ratios because, at high volume ratios, sig-
nals are already timed to favor the bus approaches. 
These past studies indicate the success of transit signal priority appears to de-
pend on a number of factors, including the traffic characteristics at intersections 
where priority is used and the characteristics of the transit service itself. This study 
evaluates the effectiveness of signal priority and establishes guidelines for its use 
based on these traffic and transit service characteristics. 
lrafflc Simulation Model-Based Data Collection 
The TRAF-Netsim simulation program was used as the analysis tool for this 
study. Since TRAF-Netsim is a link-node based micro-simulation model (USDOT 
1998), it simulates all vehicles individually as they respond to traffic controls and 
other vehicles in the network. 
TRAF-Netsim provided a useful tool for modeling transit signal priority. Pas-
sive transit signal priority was modeled usingTRAF-Netsim by simply changing the 
signal timing characteristics in the simulation to reflect passive transit signal prior-
ity. TRAF-Netsim also proved to be very effective in modeling active signal priority, 
since it allows one to use multiple time periods within each simulation. Within each 
time period, one can alter input parameters uch as signal timings, traffic volumes, 
lane channelizations, and turning percentages. With active signal priority, an inter-
section signal timing is temporarily altered to provide priority for a transit vehicle, 
then restored to its original timing upon the transit vehicle's departure. Active signal 
priority can be modeled within TRAF-Netsim by using the signal priority timing 
within a time period corresponding to the transit vehicle's arrival at the intersection. 
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The intersection's original timing plan can be restored in the subsequent time period 
as the transit vehicle departs the intersection. 
The graphical animation feature in TRAF-Netsim isalso helpful when evaluat-
ing transit signal priority strategies. The animation feature displays aplan view of the 
network, where traffic movements and signal indications can be observed over the 
simulation duration. This graphical animation feature allows one to track the progress 
of buses through the network to determine where and when active signal priority is 
needed. Once a need for signal priority is identified, atime period can be inserted to 
initiate active signal priority. 
Figure 1 shows the link-node representation of the Guadalupe-N. Lamar case 
study arterial in Austin, Texas, used for the transit signal priority analysis. Nodes 1 
through 11 represent signalized intersections along the arterial, which extends roughly 
4.1 km from the Koenig Lane and Lamar Boulevard intersection to the 27th Street 
and Guadalupe Street intersection. Buses share their right of way with private ve-
hicles while operating along both northbound and southbound directions of the 
Guadalupe-N. Lamar arterial. Typically, two northbound and southbound lanes, as 
well as a continuous left turn lane, are present hroughout the arterial. 
Off-Peak Time Period Transit Signal Priority 
Use of transit signal priority during the off-peak hours is promising because 
excess capacity available within the transportation etwork can be used for transit's 
advantage. In this study, the effectiveness of reduced signal cycle lengths and split 
phasing were examined in conjunction with local transit service, while uncondi-
tional priority was examined with respect o express transit service. 
Using short cycle lengths as a passive transit signal priority strategy is appeal-
ing for several reasons. First, benefits to transit can be realized with little monetary 
cost. Implementing a policy of short cycle lengths along an arterial is a passive form 
of transit signal priority and is, therefore, in effect even in the absence of transit 
vehicles. Therefore, vehicle detection equipment is not necessary. 
In addition, unlike most forms of active transit signal priority, a policy of short 
cycle lengths does not penalize vehicles along the cross streets by using a portion of 
their green time to favor transit vehicles. 
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Lamar Blvd. 
Koenig 
N.l..oop 
51st St. 
Cuad. &Lamar 
45th St. 
41st St. 
38th St. 
34th St. 
30th St. 
29th St. 
27th St. 
Guadalupe St. 
Figure 1. Link-node representation of Guadalupe-N. Lamar arterial. 
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The effectiveness of granting passive signal priority to local transit vehicles 
with shortened cycle lengths was evaluated usingTRAF-Netsim by comparing the 
performance of the Guadalupe-N. Lamar arterial under existing and passive priority 
signal control. Existing off-peak cycle lengths along the Guadalupe-N. Lamar arte-
rial is 100 seconds. There is no evidence that shows that these 100-second off-peak 
cycle lengths are optimal to process off-peak traffic volumes. Therefore, passive 
priority was implemented by reducing these cycle lengths to 70 seconds. Three rep-
licate simulation runs lasting one hour each were performed. 
Simulation results indicate that a 70-second cycle length benefited buses by 
reducing their average travel time. Average bus travel times along the northbound 
route decreased from 797 seconds with the use of 100-second cycles to 7 68 seconds 
with the use of 70-second cycles. Benefits to the Southbound bus route were even 
more impressive, as the average travel time dropped 11 percent, from 814 seconds to 
725 seconds with 70-second cycle lengths. 
Meanwhile, cumulative delay statistics along cross street and arterial inks gen-
erated by TRAF-Netsim showed that the overall performance of these links im-
proved with shorter cycle lengths. This analysis hows that both buses and private 
vehicles benefit when the cycle length along an arterial is pushed closer to its opti-
mum value in response to lower off-peak traffic volumes. 
Spilt Phasing 
Split phasing was also examined using TRAF-Netsim by splitting bus phases at 
most intersections along the Guadalupe-N. Lamar case study arterial and comparing 
the resulting delays and bus travel times to those of the base case. 
Splitting phases·refers to splitting transit's signal phase into multiple phases 
whose total time equals its original duration. This reduces the cycle length for the 
transit vehicle's approach without altering the overall intersection cycle length. The 
concept of split phasing is illustrated in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, under normal 
phasing, if a bus arrives at the intersection on a red signal indication, it may have to 
wait the length of phases B and C before it receives agreen indication with phase A. 
With split phasing, if a bus receives a red indication, it will only wait at most the 
length of phase B or phase C before receiving its green indication. 
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Figure 2. Passive transit priority with split phasing. 
Split phasing was evaluated using TRAF-Netsim and one-hour simulations. To 
account for variability and produce more robust results, three separate observations 
of the effects of split phasing and three base-case observations were performed using 
TRAF-Netsim. 
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The impact of split phasing on local bus performance was mixed. The North-
bound bus benefited from split phasing, as its average travel time dropped by nearly 
IO percent, from 841 seconds to 757 seconds. However, the Southbound bus received 
no benefit as the average travel time increased slightly from 751 seconds to 767 
seconds. 
Meanwhile, split phasing had a minimal impact upon delay along both cross 
street and arterial inks. Since split phasing does not impact he overall cross street or 
arterial green time, this result is not surprising. 
Unconditional Priority 
Unconditional priority is an active transit signal priority strategy where transit 
vehicles receive green extensions or red truncations whenever needed regardless of 
cross street queue lengths or the time since priority was last granted (Urbanik and 
Holder 1977). 
While unconditional priority offers significant potential for transit, vehicles 
traveling on cross streets may feel severe negative impacts. Therefore, the use of 
unconditional priority should be reserved for express bus service during off-peak 
hours. Express bus service uses longer headways than local bus service, resulting in 
fewer priority calls over time, while off-peak traffic volumes enable cross streets to 
recover from each priority call more quickly than during the peak period. 
The cross street degree of saturation (or saturation level) and the length of 
green extensions or red truncations made available to express buses are critical pa-
rameters to the success of unconditional priority. 
The impact of unconditional priority on cross streets with various saturation 
levels was determined by performing several analyses using TRAF-Netsim. The first 
analysis examined how often unconditional priority would likely be triggered at the 
intersections along the Guadalupe-N. Lamar case study arterial. Unconditional pri-
ority was implemented along the northbound and southbound bus routes on the 
Guadalupe-N. Lamar arterial using the time period feature within TRAF-Netsim and 
the graphical animation. Three separate TRAF-Netsim simulations were performed 
in this manner for each direction. Therefore, a total of six buses ( three northbound 
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and three southbound) approached most intersections along the arterial within the 
analysis. 
Results of this analysis indicated are shown in Table I. As shown in Table I, 
results indicate that unconditional priority will more likely be necessary at high 
volume intersections, such as 38th Street and 45th Street intersections. Where the 
cross street volume is light, unconditional priority will rarely be triggered by the bus 
because the bus approach already receives a large fraction ofintersection green time. 
Such is the case at the 51 st Street intersection. 
The next analysis examined the effects of varying green extension and red 
truncation lengths and cross street saturation levels at several intersections. 
The Eastbound approach of 38th Street, a cross street with heavy traffic, was 
examined first. Green extension or red truncation lengths available to the buses 
included IO seconds of additional green, 20 seconds of additional green, and an 
unlimited amount of additional green as needed for the bus to traverse the intersec-
tion. In addition, the saturation level along the Eastbound approach of38th Street 
varied from 0.62 (its existing saturation lev.el) to 0.70 and 0.50, respectively. To 
Tablel 
Percent of Time Priority Needed at Intersections 
No.o/Bus No.of % Priority 
Intersection Arrivals Priority Calls Needed 
North Loop & Lamar 
(moderate volume cross street) 6 2 33% 
51 st Street & Lamar 
(low volume cross street) 6 17% 
45th Street & Guadalupe 
(high volume cross street) 6 3 50% 
38th Street & Guadalupe 
(high volume cross street) 6 6 100% 
30th Street & Guadalupe 
(low volume cross street) 6 2 33% 
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obtain robust results, three replicate simulations were conducted for each cell within 
this factorial experiment design. 
Unconditional priority was simulated at the eastboun~ approach of 38th Street 
by taking green time from 38th Street in favor of the bus approach at 600 and 800 
seconds into the simulation. Previous imulation results indicated that the North-
bound bus typically requested priority at 38th Street 600 seconds into the simulation, 
followed by a priority request from the Southbound bus 200 seconds later. 
The second analysis examined the impact hat unconditional priority had on the 
Westbound 45th Street approach, across street with only light to moderate off-peak 
hour traffic. This proceeded in a similar fashion to the last analysis (using three 
replicate runs per cell in the experiment), except saturation levels of0.25, 0.38 ( ex-
isting saturation level), and 0.50 were simulated. Also, because this is not a high 
volume intersection, simulation revealed that only 1 signal priority call would likely 
be necessary. 
Results indicate that, placing a 10-second limit on the added green time, which 
the bus approach receives from the cross street, limits the impacts to the eastbound 
approach of38th Street. Placing a 20-second limit on each signal priority call re-
sulted in significant delay increases along the cross street, as delay levels hover in the 
range of 45 seconds per vehicle for roughly 500 seconds. 
Similar results were encountered when the Eastbound 38th Street approach 
saturation level was lowered to 0.62 and 0.50, when a 10-second limit on the signal 
priority time protected the cross street from significant delay increases. 
When unconditional priority was simulated along the Westbound 45th Street 
approach with a saturation level of0.50, unlimited priority increased the cross street 
delay producing effects lasting about 5 minutes. Both 10-second and 20-second 
priority calls, however, had little impact upon delay. Similar results were encoun-
tered when the saturation level along the Westbound 45th Street approach was low-
ered to 0.38. 
However, when the cross street saturation level was reduced to 0.25, enough 
excess capacity was available along the Westbound 45th Street approach to enable it 
to recover from even an unlimited priority call. Although the cross street delay 
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increase resulting from an unlimited priority call (talcing 30 to 40 seconds of green 
away from the cross street) was greater than when limits were imposed on signal 
priority, the cross street was not severely impacted. 
Therefore, when the cross street intersection saturation levels drop below 0.25, 
one might consider using unlimited signal priority because present signal timing 
should already heavily favor the bus approach. Therefore, the bus will rarely need to 
request priority, and the priority time needed will typically be fairly small. 
The results of the analysis of unconditional priority at the Eastbound 38th Street 
approach and the Westbound 45th Street approach are summarized in Table 2. 
Table2 
Guidelines for Use of 
Unconditional Priority 
During Off-Peak Hours 
Recommended Green 
Cross Street Extension or Red 
Saturation Level Truncation Length 
Below 0.25 Unbounded 
0.25 to 0.35 20 Seconds 
0.35 to 0.70 10 Seconds 
Peak Time Period lransit Signal Priority 
Implementation of transit signal priority during peak time periods is more 
difficult han during off-peak time periods. Because both cross streets and arterials 
are likely to be operating at higher degrees of saturation than during off-peak times, 
less excess transportation etwork capacity is available. 
lmpad of Transit Signal Priority on Cross Street Delay 
To observe the effects of transit signal priority on cross street delay during the 
peak time period, the delay calculated within TRAF-Netsim at several cross streets 
was monitored as green time was taken from these approaches and given to the bus 
approach in the form of a green extension. 
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Cross street saturation levels and green time taken from the cross street and 
provided to the bus approach were varied over the simulation runs. The resulting 
impacts were observed at two cross streets-the eastbound 38th Street approach and 
the westbound 45th Street approach. 
The total simulation time used for every run was one hour and three replicate 
simulations were conducted for each cell within the factorial experiment. Within 
each run, a transit signal priority cycle was inserted in place of the normal signal 
timing at the particular intersection under examination once every 10 minutes. This 
mimics the arrival of a bus requesting priority once every 10 minutes (the assumed 
bus headway). 
Results indicate that when 10-second green extensions were used in conjunc-
tion with a cross street saturation level of0.8, signal priority did not result in substan-
tial increases in delay per vehicle along the cross street approaches. 
When the cross street saturation level was raised to 0.9 in conjunction with the 
use of 10-second green extensions, the cross streets began to feel more substantial 
delay increases, causing the use of priority to become questionable. Increases in 
delay felt by cross streets did not readily dissipate with time. 
When cross street saturation levels were raised to 1.0 and 10-second green 
extensions were used, simulation results at both approaches revealed increasing de-
lay levels over time with each signal priority initiation. This indicates that green time 
should not be taken from cross streets operating at saturation levels of 1.0 to award 
priority to transit vehicles along an arterial. 
When the green extensions awarded to the bus approach were increased from 
IO seconds to 20 seconds per priority call, larger delay increases were encountered 
along the cross streets. 
However, when the cross streets were operating at saturation levels of0.8, enough 
excess capacity was available to allow them to recover from the impacts of the prior-
ity signal timing within two to three signal cycles following each priority call. How-
ever, it is unclear whether the benefits to transit from signal priority outweigh the 
increases in delay incurred by vehicles along the cross street. A more comprehensive 
analysis is required. 
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As the saturation level of the Eastbound approach at 38th Street is increased to 
0.9, substantial increases in cross street delay relative to the base case were felt over 
the majority of these simulations, indicating that signal priority should not be used in 
this context. 
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 3. Under conditions where 
only minimal negative impacts are felt by cross streets due to signal priority, the use 
of signal priority may be appropriate. Should transit signal priority be used under 
conditions which generate moderate negative impacts along the cross streets, the 
resulting increases in delay along the cross streets should be closely scrutinized, 
while transit signal priority should be avoided under conditions that generate sig-
nificant negative impacts to the cross streets. 
Table3 
Negative Impacts Accruing on Cross Streets Due to 
Signal Priority (Assumed Bus Headway= 10 Minutes) 
Cross Street Green Extension Green Extension 
Saturation = JO Sec. =20Sec. 
Saturation Level = 0.8 Minimal Moderate 
Saturation Level= 0.9 Moderate Significant 
Saturation Level = 1.0 Significant Significant 
Minimal Impacts-Signal priority appropriate. 
Moderate Impacts-Signal priority should be used with 
caution; delays on side streets should be closely monitored. 
Significant Impacts-Signal priority should be avoided. 
Arterial Street Impacts Upon Signal Priority Effectiveness 
This analysis examined how different characteristics of the bus arterial affect 
the success of active transit signal priority. In particular, two characteristics were 
examined: I) the location of bus stops along the arterial (near-side versus far-side) 
and 2) the saturation level of the bus approach. 
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TRAF-Netsim was used to examine the success of a green extension in allowing 
buses to traverse a test intersection without stopping in a variety of traffic condi-
tions. In particular, the bus stop location, bus approach saturation level, and green 
extension length were all varied within simulation runs. For each scenario examined 
within the factorial experiment, 8 to 10 replicate observations were made using 
TRAF-Netsim. 
Green extensions were triggered with the aid ofTRAF-Netsim's graphical in-
terface. Upon approaching the intersection, the graphics display would indicate 
whether the bus was in need of signal priority. If so, a time period would be inserted 
within the simulation that contained the signal priority signal timing. The outcome 
of this signal priority timing was then observed usingTRAF-Netsim's graphical 
animation. Bus dwell times at the bus stop were simulated within TRAF-Netsim 
based on a dwell time distribution modeled within the simulator. This dwell time 
distribution was based on field data collected along the Guadalupe-N. Lamar corri-
dor in Austin. 
Tables 4 and 5 summarize the results of this analysis for near-side and far-side 
bus stops, respectively. For each scenario, asuccess rate for the green extension used 
is given. Success in this context indicates that the green extension enabled the bus to 
Table4 
Success Rate of Green Extensions (Near-Side Bus Stop) 
Green Bus Approach No.of No.of 
Extension Saturation Attempted Successful Success 
Length Level Extensions Extensions Rate 
10 Seconds Saturation = 0.8 10 2 20% 
10 Seconds Saturation= 0.9 10 10% 
10 Seconds Saturation = 1.0 10 0 0% 
20 Seconds Saturation ;: 0.8 10 3 30% 
20 Seconds Saturation= 0.9 10 3 30% 
20 Seconds Saturation ;: 1.0 10 0 0% 
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lable5 
Success Rate of Green Extensions (Far-Side Bus Stop) 
Green Bus Approach No.of No.of 
Extension Saturation Attempted Successful Success 
Length Level Extensions Extensions Rate 
10 Seconds Saturation = 0.8 8 5 63% 
10 Seconds Saturation= 0.9 9 6 67% 
10 Seconds Saturation = 1.0 10 5 50% 
20 Seconds Saturation = 0.8 8 7 88% 
20 Seconds Saturation= 0.9 9 8 89% 
20 Seconds Saturation = 1.0 10 6 60% 
avoid a red signal indication at the intersection, which it would have otherwise re-
ceived. 
As can be seen in Table 4, the presence of a near-side bus stop greatly hinders the 
effectiveness of green extensions. Near-side bus stops limit the success of green 
extensions because a significant portion, if not all, the green extension is wasted 
while passengers board and deboard at the near-side bus stop. 
Table 5 shows the success rate of green extensions when used with a far-side bus 
stop configuration. Transit signal priority is much more successful when used with 
far-side bus stops, rather than near-side bus stops. With far-side bus stop configura-
tions, the success of signal priority is no longer a function of the bus dwell time. 
Table 5 further shows that the success rates of both the 10-and 20-second green 
extensions remain relatively constant as the bus approach degree of saturation in-
creases from 0.8 to 0.9. In particular, the success rate of the 20-second green exten-
sions along bus approaches with saturation levels of 0.8 or 0.9 looks extremely 
promising from the bus's viewpoint. However, as shown'in the previous analysis, the 
use of 20-second green extensions causes moderate to significant increases in delay 
along cross streets operating at saturation levels above 0.8. 
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These findings identify the direct conflict arising between the success of signal 
priority and the negative impacts along cross streets resulting from signal priority. To 
determine whether the use of signal priority is justified, a comprehensive analysis 
that examines the overall net effect of signal priority upon an intersection is needed. 
Effectiveness ofSignal Priority at an Isolated Intersection 
This analysis addresses the questions raised previously regarding whether sig-
nal priority can be justified by evaluating the overall net impact of transit signal 
priority at a single intersection. 
The intersection of 38th Street and Guadalupe Street was simulated using TRAF-
Netsim. This intersection was chosen because the cross street volume along 38th 
Street is significant and, therefore, a definite conflict exists between arterial traffic 
along Guadalupe Street, which stands to benefit from signal priority, and the cross 
street traffic, which is negatively influenced by signal priority. 
Based on the results of the last analysis, a far-side bus stop configuration is 
assumed. Also, a I 0-minute bus headway is assumed and transit signal priority is 
assumed to only be used by buses traveling in the peak period direction (the north-
bound intersection approach). 
The criteria that is used to address the effectiveness of transit signal priority at 
a single intersection is the travel time per person over all individuals approaching the 
intersection over a given time frame. 
The time frame used for this analysis began 600 seconds into each TRAF-
Netsim simulation and ends IO minutes later, at 1200 seconds. A green extension was 
used at the intersection 600 seconds into the simulation, and the effects of this green 
extension were examined over the following IO minutes. 
The analysis of signal priority effects at a single intersection was broken into 
the following three components: 1) the analysis of signal priority effects on travel 
time per person along non-bus approaches, 2) the analysis of signal priority effects 
on travel time per person for non-bus traffic along the bus approach, and 3) the 
analysis of signal priority effects on travel time per person on-board the bus. 
The effects of signal priority along the non-bus approaches were monitored by 
acquiring cumulative travel time and vehicle counts along the three non-bus links 
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600 and 1200 seconds into each simulation. These data were collected in conjunction 
with both l 0-second and 20-second green extensions, with each simulation accom-
panied by a base case where no signal priority was used. Three replicate runs were 
performed for each scenario described above. 
Whereas the volumes along the non-bus approaches were fixed at the volumes 
consistent with peak period volumes from the Guadalupe-N. Lamar case study net-
work, the bus approach volume was varied to create approach saturation levels of0.8, 
0.9, and 1.0. The effect of signal priority on non-bus traffic along the bus approach 
was also monitored by acquiring cumulative travel time and vehicle counts for non-
bus traffic along the bus approach at 600 and 1200 seconds into each simulation. 
Three replicate runs were performed for each scenario described above. 
Finally, data concerning the effect hat signal priority had on the bus travel time 
along its approach were obtained by collecting the bus travel times from TRAF-
Netsim, using three replicate runs for each scenario tested. 
Having collected statistics regarding the total travel times and number of ve-
hicles processed along all 4 approaches of the 38th Street and Guadalupe Street 
intersection, the overall travel time per person at the intersection was calculated by 
assuming occupancy rates for the bus and the automobiles. 
Upon assuming an auto occupancy of 1.2 and a bus occupancy of 25, the mea-
sures of travel time per person shown in Table 6 were obtained. 
As can be seen in Table 6, signal priority does not appear to significantly impact 
the overall travel time per person at the intersection. This result stems from the small 
bus share of roughly 2.9 percent of the total person-trips at the intersection. As a 
result, reducing the travel time for this small fraction of users had a negligible overall 
impact upon the travel time per person over the entire intersection. 
In addition, when looking at Table 6, one notices the superior performance of 
the l 0-second green extension over the 20-second green extension across all bus 
saturation levels. This finding indicates that a signal should accommodate its users. 
Larger green extensions place the signal timing of an intersection farther away from 
the original timing intended for individuals in autos, the intersection's major group 
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lable6 
navel Time per Person (Seconds/Person) at38th Street and 
Guadalupe (Auto Occupancy= 1.2, Bus Occupancy= 25) 
%Change 
Base from 
Priority Case Base 
t 0-Second Green Extension 
Bus approach saturation level = 0.8 47.5 47.6 -0.2 
Bus approach saturation level= 0.9 49.1 49.9 -1.7 
Bus approach saturation level = 1.0 53.0 55.0 -3.7 
20-Second Green Extension 
Bus approach saturation level = 0.8 52.8 49.8 6.1 
Bus approach saturation level = 0.9 52.7 50.8 3.7 
Bus approach saturation level = 1.0 55.3 56.6 -2.3 
of users in this analysis. Similar results were encountered even when a bus occu-
pancy of 50 passengers was assumed. 
It is important o note that the findings from this analysis are based on 10-
minute headways and heavy automobile volumes taken from traffic counts at the 
38th Street and Guadalupe Street intersection. Had the transit mode share been higher, 
the effectiveness of signal priority would likely increase. 
Effectiveness ofSignal Priority within an Arterial Street Network 
The previous analysis howed transit signal priority to be largely ineffective at 
an isolated intersection with high cross street traffic volumes. However, in reality, 
transit signal priority systems are not operated only at isolated intersections, but 
along transit corridors, such as the Guadalupe-N. Lamar arterial. Only by looking at 
the overall impact of transit signal priority upon the entire arterial and its cross 
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streets can one clearly determine whether the use of transit signal priority can be 
justified along the corridor. 
The users of the Guadalupe-N. Lamar arterial network can be broken into three 
categories. 
1) non-bus users traveling along the cross streets, 
2) non-bus users traveling along the arterial, and 
3) bus users traveling along the arterial. 
Previous analyses have clearly indicated that non-bus users traveling along the 
cross streets suffer increased delays with the use of transit signal priority. 
However, the effect that transit signal priority has upon non-bus users traveling 
along the arterial remains somewhat unclear. This group of users stands to benefit 
from the effects of transit signal priority as their overall green time increases with the 
use of transit signal priority. However, signal coordination along the arterial is also 
very important o the success of this user group. It is still unclear how transit signal 
priority affects signal coordination along an arterial. 
Finally, bus users should realize improvements inservice levels with the use of 
transit signal priority. However, as shown in the previous ection, the benefits to this 
small group of users might not justify the negative impacts to cross street users or 
potential negative impacts to automobiles traveling along the arterial. 
To determine the overall effect of transit signal priority upon the Guadalupe-N. 
Lamar arterial, this analysis quantifies the effects that transit signal priority has on 
the three user groups. 
The transit signal priority implementation strategies which will be tested within 
this analysis are as follows: 
Case 0: Transit signal priority not used (base case). 
Case 1: Transit signal priority available in equal amounts (20-second green 
extensions) at all intersections along the arterial. 
Case 2: Transit signal priority available in a limited fashion (10-second green 
extensions) at high volume cross street intersections with 20-second 
green extensions available at all other intersections. 
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Case 3: Transit signal priority unavailable at high volume cross street inter-
sections, with 20-second green extensions available at all other in-
tersections. 
As with the previous analysis, far-side bus stop configurations and 10-minute 
bus headway were assumed. In addition, transit signal priority is only used by buses 
traveling in the peak period direction, the northbound irection. 
The time frame used for this analysis began 6 minutes after the beginning of 
each TRAF-Netsim simulation and concluded 18 minutes after the beginning of each 
simulation. This analysis time frame was chosen because the northbound bus enters 
the network about 6 minutes after the beginning of each simulation and exits the 
network about 18 minutes after the beginning of each simulation. 
To account for the variability that occurs over different simulation runs, each of 
the 4 cases was simulated twice. As a result, a total of eight simulations were run, with 
the results of two simulations averaged for each of the four cases. 
The criterion that was used to compare the various transit signal priority strat-
egies was the total travel time occurring along the cross street and arterial links 
during the analysis time frame. 
Finally, the occupancy of the bus and autos was taken into consideration by 
multiplying the travel times (in vehicle minutes) by the occupancy rates (passengers 
per vehicle) to obtain the travel time along each link in terms of total person-min-
utes. 
Table 7 shows the results of this analysis when bus occupancy is assumed to be 
10 passengers per bus, accompanied by an average auto occupancy of 1.2 passengers. 
As can be seen from Table 7, the base case outperformed all the cases where 
transit signal priority was used. As expected, the cross streets suffered with the use of 
transit signal priority, with the greatest increase in cross street travel time occurring 
with Case 1. When priority is limited and restricted at the high volume cross street 
locations the travel times along the cross streets are reduced relative to Case 1, but are 
still greater than the base case. 
The travel time that auto traffic experiences along the arterial fluctuates over 
the four cases with no apparent pattern. In addition, none of the changes are very 
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Table7 
Total navel Time (Person-Minutes) Within Arterial Network 
(Bus Occupancy= 10, Auto Occupancy= 1.2) 
CaseO Case] Case2 Case3 
Auto travel time along arterial 4405 4379 4376 4417 
Auto travel time along cross streets 2899 3193 3023 2985 
Bus travel time along arterial 108 89 96 99 
Total Travel Time within Arterial Network7412 7661 7494 7501 
Case 0-Transit signal priority not used (base case). 
Case I-Transit signal priority available in equal amounts (20-second ex-
tensions) at all intersections. 
Case 2-Limited transit signal priority available ( 10-second extensions) at 
high volume cross street intersections with 20-second extensions avail-
able at all other intersections. 
Case 3-Transit signal priority unavailable at high volume cross street in-
tersections, with 20-second green exten~ions available at all other inter-
sections. 
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large with respect o the base case. In fact, over the four cases, auto travel times along 
the arterial all fall within I percent of one another. This indicates that transit signal 
priority has little effect on the performance of automobile traffic traveling along the 
arterial which receives priority. 
TRAF-Netsim's graphical animation showed that arterial traffic in the vicinity 
of the bus benefited from the bus's first priority call. However, after receiving prior-
ity, the bus typically stopped at a far-side bus stop, which caused it to lose coordina-
tion with the arterial traffic which benefited from the first priority call. As a result, 
the impact of signal priority upon arterial traffic may come in the form of increased 
number of stops and start up delay. 
Finally, Table 7 shows that bus travel time is reduced relative to the base case 
over all three signal priority strategies, with the shortest bus travel time occurring 
with Case 1. However, although bus travel time is reduced by significant percent-
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ages, the absolute travel time savings that the bus receives is minor compared with 
the absolute travel time increases imposed upon the cross streets when signal priority 
is initiated. 
With I 0-minute bus headways and significant automobile traffic volumes, bus 
mode share is extremely small. When bus occupancy isassumed to be IO passengers, 
the bus's share of the total travel time within the network over the analysis period is 
only 1.5 percent (for the base case). Therefore, even improving the bus's perfor-
mance significantly ( on a percent basis) fails to provide the overall transportation 
network with significant absolute gains. In addition, the disruption caused to the 
network with the use of the signal priority timings overwhelms any small benefits 
realized by bus passengers. 
Similar esults were encountered when bus occupancy was assumed to be 25 
and 50 passengers. Even with these occupancies, the bus's share of overall travel time 
was extremely small, causing the benefits of signal priority to be overshadowed by 
the resulting increased travel times along the cross streets. 
This analysis leads to several conclusions. First, in areas where transit enjoys 
only a small mode share, transit signal priority is not recommended. However, in 
areas where transit enjoys a higher mode split, active signal priority may be feasible. 
In addition, the well-being of general traffic can be considered while using signal 
priority by compensating cross streets for lost green time or monitoring the satura-
tion levels of cross streets. It is important to note, however, that if transit enjoys a high 
mode split within a particular transportation etwork, the network signal timings 
will almost certainly reflect he needs of the transit vehicles to begin with (perhaps in 
the form of passive priority). Therefore, under these circumstances active signal 
priority may not provide significant incremental transit benefits. 
Conclusions 
Reducing signal cycle lengths and split phasing are passive priority techniques 
that may be useful during off-peak times with local transit service. Reducing the 
cycle lengths along an arterial reduces transit delay and delay to general traffic if the 
arterial is operated with a generous amount of excess capacity. Split phasing, how-
ever, enjoyed only modest success. 
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Unconditional signal priority during off-peak times offers express transit ser-
vice significant potential benefits. However, its use should be regulated by placing 
limits on green extension and red truncation lengths, especially at intersections with 
busy cross streets. 
During peak times, active transit signal priority should be used with caution. 
Active signal priority may cause disruptions along highly saturated cross streets that 
do not dissipate before the next priority call. Far-side bus stops should be used with 
active signal priority to ensure that signal priority calls are not wasted as transit 
vehicles dwell at bus stops. Also, the success of transit signal priority during peak 
times is proportional to the transit mode share within the network. Only when transit 
gains a significant share of trips within the network will transit signal priority have 
an overall positive network impact. However, providing transit signal priority will 
improve transit service. Enhanced transit service promotes amore sustainable trans-
portation mode within any transportation network and may, therefore, result in long-
term benefits by encouraging transit use. 
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Abstract 
91 
The purpose of this paper is to define and explore the immediate and long term effects and 
the resulting organizational dynamics of advancing technology on maintenance workplace xper-
tise in transportation. I  the past ten years the face of maintenance inthe transportation workplace 
has completely changed as computerization has taken over the control of transmissions, engines, 
and bus/trock environmental systems and transformed them from "closed II stand alone compo-
nents to an interdependent "open system II in a state of constant communication. The immediate 
future brings with it the advanced technology of the Intelligent Transportation System with its 
Geographic Information System, in-vehicle logic system, automated annunciation, signal 
prioritization, global positioning, and live audio and visual data links with a central control center. 
This complexifICation of the transportation maintenance workplace isbeing compounded by 
the growing use of alternative fuels, and the resultant requirement for the maintainer to learn a new 
operational set of skills and competencies. This evolution of technology in transportation has 
caused a revolution in technical training/or which the maintainers of transportation resources 
must reski.11 immediately to meet the demands of the technology invasion. The paper examines the 
need for an accelerated evolution of workplace expertise using a combination of motor ski.II and 
cognitive training competency based learning techniques to evolve the maintainer through the 
phases of basic operation, to systems expert, to system creator. 
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This evolution isaccomplished through t e use of a four step implementation strategy which 
begins with the determination f training sources, the development of an effective resource invest-
ment strategy, the development ofa model trained cadre, and concludes with the expansion of this 
model to improve the overall baseline of workplace expertise. 
Introduction 
The post-World War II diesel mechanics maintained their skills with little tech-
nological upgrade training for 40 years, and then, with the advent of engine and 
transmission electronic ontrols, the world changed. No longer could the test light be 
used to troubleshoot every electrical circuit on the bus. Diagnostic equipment evolved 
through the multi-meter, the vacuum tube volt meter, the digital multi-meter, the 
laptop computer, and the digital diagnostic analyzer (Hannum 1990). Today, with 
Programmable Logic Controller circuits, mechanics must still be warned not use the 
test light, but they continue to do so, at considerable expense. 
As a result of this nonstop integration of technology into our modem transit 
buses, and the resultant complexification of maintenance tasks (Casti 1994), the 
normal divisions between "manual " and "intellectual" abor are collapsing. As tran-
sit maintenance moves toward the mediation and control of work using automated 
tools and test equipment, a greater number of workers at all levels are being com-
pelled to conceptualize work and troubleshoot problems using a very different group 
of competencies than before (Di Bello 1994). The foremost role and goal of technical 
training in the transit maintenance organization has become the development of 
mechanic ''workplace xpertise." Workplace xpertise is both the productivity mul-
tiplier and road-call minimizer in our transit bus maintenance technical organiza-
tion. 
The problem of developing workplace xpertise has been an issue of concern 
since the Industrial Revolution and the advent of Frederick W. Taylor and the "one 
best way" to do a job (Taylor 1911 ). Since 1900, the American workforce has been 
subjected to several conflicting methods of developing and maintaining workplace 
expertise. These methods ranged from "de-skilling" or compartmentalization of tasks 
that resulted in increased personnel requirements, to "re-skilling" or developing a 
higher number of skills in a fewer number of people ( successfully implemented by 
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the Israeli Air Force), to the promotion of highly skilled technical workers to the 
ranks of "foreman" ( often done without investing training in the development of 
requisite management and interpersonal skills) (Partain 1994 ), to the advent of team 
directed maintenance, which, in itself, presupposes and requires an entire hierarchy 
of skills be present before team formation can begin and the desired results produced 
(Howard 1995). 
It is becoming apparent hat the classic on-the-job training (OJT) instructional 
method of task certification training is becoming ever more difficult to implement 
successfully with the acquisition of advanced technology in transit. It is one thing to 
teach the steps of rebuilding a diesel engine "by the book," and another to teach 
analytical methods for computer ladder logic. We have now evolved to a worker-
technology interface that must encompass two distinct forms of training activity 
with very different cognitive consequences. These forms are "constructive activity 
systems," which specify the goals to be accomplished but leave the means unspeci-
fied, and "procedural activities" which, like task-oriented OJT, specify both the goal 
and the means to attain a goal or complete a task (Di Bello and Glick 1993 ). 
It has become essential to define the environment in which learning is to take 
place; however, much development of workplace xpertise has been done without 
the essential definitions of "What does the organization want the level of expertise 
to be?", "What does technology require the level of expertise to be?" (Leibowitz 
1986), and "What must the mechanic know to make any particular technology effec-
tive?" (Di Bello and Spenser 1994 ). 
The level of expertise in the garage-centered bus maintenance organization is a 
hierarchy of building-block levels constituting afive-rung ladder composed of: 
1) Basic understanding: This is the core concept to understanding. It is the 
minimum baseline of knowledge and competency that will allow the indi-
vidual mechanic to operate the system, i.e., drive the bus, service the bus, 
activate the in-vehicle logic system, and document problems. These are the 
basic operator equirements of the service person which require only a pre-
mechanical knowledge of the bus. 
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2) Basic operational capability: This is the development of the core knowledge 
essential to understanding how components on the bus work together as a 
system. Can the individual engage and operate the major systems on the bus 
(i.e., engine, transmission, heating and air conditioning systems, brake and 
air systems, and general electrical system) from a mechanical and systems 
operation point of view, including the reading and understanding of service 
manuals and the removal and replacement of components? These are the 
basic operations of the apprentice and basic mechanic. The advanced tech-
nology bus expands the horizons of basic operational capability to include 
automatic passenger counting, enunciators, global positioning system and 
the on-vehicle logic system (Reynolds and Paquet 1996). 
3) Analytical troubleshooting capability: This reflects a higher level of under-
standing of the operation of specific omponents and systems and how they 
interact with other components and systems on the bus. Can the individual 
read and understand schematic and system diagrams? Can the individual 
use troubleshooting and fault isolation trees and ladder logic diagrams. Can 
the mechanic use test equipment and arrive at an accurate interpretation of 
test equipment readings? These are the operations of the experienced me-
chanic. 
These first three rungs are dedicated to the maintenance of the system. The next 
two are dedicated to changing, improving, and/or innovating the system. 
4) Capability to improve on the existing system: Can the mechanic analyze 
system operation to the point that deficiencies in the system can be identi-
fied and suggestions for improvement offered? This level requires the visu-
alization of circuits and systems, in-depth knowledge of technical specifi-
cations, the accurate performance of corrective maintenance procedures on 
literally hundreds ofrepeat discrepancies. It requires intuition to guide the 
mechanic past the obvious and into the world of root cause analysis where 
the question is, "If the system should work because all of the components 
work, then why does the system continue to fail?"These are the skills and 
competencies of the "lead" mechanic (Newby and Stepich 1987). 
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5) Capability to create a new system: Can the individual compare performance 
requirements to current system capabilities and devise new systems to opti-
mize performance? Can the individual devise improvements for systems 
that have not yet failed (Field 1994)? These are the competencies of the 
"systems" mechanic (Chi et al. 1988). It is at this level that learning becomes 
very self-motivated and self-directed (Grow 1991, Mezirow 1985). 
These rungs portray levels in a hierarchy that define the degree of expertise 
required to perform the task or process. To achieve required performance goals, 
technical training must be aimed at the right technical and/or information system, at 
the appropriate performance level, and applied at the right time (Carey 1985). For 
example, having technical training aimed at the operational performance level with 
workplace performance xpectations at the troubleshooting performance level is a 
common but serious problem in that it produces a "remove and replace" mechanic. 
Most maintenance supervisors can relate to a workforce that hovers in that area 
between levels 2 and 3. 
Technical jobs (and technical training) in the workplace often have been differ-
ent for those who troubleshoot and for those who operate technical systems (the bus). 
This is true in a typical Authority's Bus Services operation on the macro level where 
bus drivers (those who operate the technical system) and bus maintainers (those who 
troubleshoot the technical system) are separated. However, for one to understand the 
scope of the issue at the maintenance level, one must focus on the micro level of the 
garage maintenance organization, where it becomes apparent hat within a mainte-
nance workforce there is disparity in expertise and competency levels separating 
"troubleshooters" from the other mechanics. There tends to exist in the garage that 
small group of mechanics who have developed (either formally or informally) those 
clusters of skills that cause them to be called on more frequently to perform specific 
maintenance tasks on engine, transmission, and electrical systems. 
This natural selection of skill development is typical in any technical mainte-
nance organization. A longevity study of this phenomenon in the U.S. Air Force 
(USAF) revealed this same characteristic (DOD 1982). The USAF identified these 
mechanics as "Maintenance Heroes" and used them to demonstrate adesired perfor-
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mance standard. This study resulted in changes in USAF technical training that raised 
skill and capability standards to develop a greater pool of "Heroes" (increased work-
place expertise). 
The evolution in bus technology, which began in the mid 1980s with the move 
to electronic engine and transmission controls, began the dilution of post-World War 
II diesel mechanic workplace xpertise that served transit and long-haul trucking 
well until the encroachment of automated systems into the diesel environment. This 
encroachment has continued to evolve to even more complex computer control and 
monitoring systems uch as the integration of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) 
into bus systems. The investment in this evolution was and will continue to be an 
expensive and strategic business investment, especially in light of the commitment to 
adopt alternate fuel technologies. However, the fact is that the scope of technical 
training has not tended to evolve along with the new bus technology. This lag is now 
driving the (reactive) process of developing adequate technical workplace xpertise 
(and technical training) to the top of Authority investment priorities for both funds, 
equipment, and personnel. 
Artificial intelligence will continue to be increasingly built into our bus sys-
tems, as PLC's and other "in-vehicle logic (smart) systems" will be able to diagnose 
and troubleshoot hemselves. For the mechanic, this causes an evolution from the 
maintenance of a purely mechanical system to the understanding, troubleshooting, 
and maintenance of a mechanical/intelligent hybrid system. The new systems rely on 
computer-assisted, problem-solving methods as opposed to previous maintenance 
methods of removing and replacing components equentially in a system until the 
defective component is (finally) discovered. This evolution is compounded by the 
adoption of alternative fuel technology. 
To develop the "smart systems" mechanic, a three-element technical training 
method has been proven successful: 
1) The use of computer-based communications skills, by the use of a computer 
and specialized iagnostic software, to interface the mechanic with the me-
chanical systems host computer. This requires the mechanic to acquire new 
skills in computer operation and understanding. Troubleshooting the PLC 
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system, for example, requires not only that the mechanic know how to con-
nect and operate the computer, but also requires that the mechanic under-
stand true/false ladder logic diagrams (Newby 1987). 
2) The elevation of technical training content from component specific to 
total systems understanding to ensure adequate xpertise to meet advanced 
technology maintenance and performance standards (Chi et al. 1988). This 
requires a long-term strategic investment in training and equipment and 
leads to the evolution from mechanic or instructor to internal technical 
consultant. 
3) The development of a baseline "common core of experience" for the intro-
duction of new systems and technologies (Rosow 1988). This may require 
general re-skilling and upgrade of the workforce in the areas of basic elec-
tronics, systems operations, and computer diagnostic skills. 
The advent of computerized bus technology has had a profound change on the 
basic mechanical principles practiced and applied at the garage level. Previously, the 
bus could be viewed as a series of closed systems, where the engine, the transmission, 
and the air conditioning and electrical systems could, to a great degree, be worked on 
by the mechanic as separate and independent mechanical/electrical entities. With the 
initial evolution to computerized engine and transmission systems, the separate me-
chanical entities combined. Troubleshooting became more sophisticated as did the 
test equipment. With the continued evolution of computerized bus electronic ontrol 
systems, the four basic closed systems became connected and formed into an "open 
system" requiring far more sophisticated test equipment and troubleshooting abili-
ties (Hannum 1990). As a result, the hierarchy of skills for a capable bus mechanic in 
the 1990s has been completely restructured and redefined compared to those skills 
required of the bus mechanic in the 1980s (Business Week 1994). But, while millions 
of dollars have been and are being invested in procuring buses with the new technol-
ogy, little has been invested in bringing increasingly obsolete 1980s workplace x-
pertise (Johnston 1987) in line with 1990s technology and skills requirements. 
The increasing complexity of bus systems, compounded by the addition of the 
Intelligent Transportation Systems Initiative that incorporates geographic informa-
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tion and geographic positioning systems technology on the buses, as well as the 
introduction alternative fuel systems, will continue to drive the demand for ( and 
complexity of) technical training (Rothwell 1994, Clark 1989). The requirement to 
provide a level of training that brings workplace xpertise up to the current level of 
bus technology and complexity requires a strategic investment in training for pro-
ductivity enhancement (Waldrop 1992). 
Based on the documented results of technical training and productivity en-
hancement studies, targeted training for workplace xpertise against a specific level 
of technology could raise the overall evel of workplace xpertise and resultant pro-
ductivity of the workforce from 20 to 200 percent (Carnevale 1990). 
With approximately 50 percent ofbus maintenance work orders (MARTA 1996) 
oriented to the "electrical system" (not including programmed maintenance work 
orders), it is reasonable to project hat the level of maintenance activity in this area 
will increase as our mechanics are forced to react to new electrical/electronic system 
problems being generated by the "open system" ofnewer buses. To compound this 
situation, add a highly-pressurized CNG fuel system or a very-low-temperature LNG 
fuel system with its own set of electronic system controls and monitoring devices, 
working in conjunction with its companion engine electronic ontrol and monitor-
ing system. 
The corrective action to the current issue of electricaVelectronic systems work-
place expertise is reactive. These "lessons learned" must be applied to the training 
and preparation for the integration of open systems and alternative fuels technology 
on our urban transit buses. This training and preparation must be proactive (or pre-
dictive) as well as self-motivated and self-directed on the part of the individual 
mechanic (Mezirow 1985). 
Resolution Strategy 
It is easy to say, "Now that we have defined the problem, let's fix it." It is 
infinitely more difficult to bring the "fix" into reality, especially since training 
technology provides no "magic bullet" or 17-minute videotape to solve the problem. 
The answer is: We must do it with innovation. Innovation must be incorporated into 
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a set of sequential steps ( Quinn 1985) to systematically increase workplace xpertise 
in open ( computerized) systems and to develop a uniform base of electrical/elec-
tronic and alternative fuel knowledge in preparation for the arrival of new technol-
ogy and fuel buses. 
1) Identify who will solve the problem, and empower them to do so. Identifying 
the individuals or groups who will maintain the emerging technologies 
integrated into transit buses may require authorities to develop completely 
new career development paths for mechanics (Liebowitz et al.1986) as well 
as restructuring on-the-job training concepts to stress cognitive and analyti-
cal skills ( Jacobs and Jones 1995). 
2) Determine whether to do the job in-house or with external resources. Deter-
mine the resources required to implement he program and establish the 
methodology to secure the resources (Home 1982). 
3) Develop a small cadre of experts who will "lead the force" in resolving the 
problem. Select a core group of individuals who have the capability and 
motivation to learn new systems and methods. Use these individuals to 
provide worker input in the designing of the training program (Sonnefield 
1986). 
4) Identify and train the small number of mechanics in each garage that do 
systems work well. Using the training model developed in #3 above, imple-
ment the training and begin to develop internal expertise (Feuer 1986). 
5) Invest he time and resources for additional training/or these mechanics. As 
new technologies are integrated into the bus, train the experienced cadre 
(#4) first because of their cumulative background and expanded core of 
experience and competencies (Hewitt 1988). 
6) Expand the training to other mechanics, thus enlarging the pool of work-
place expertise in the mechanics of a bus as a system. This is the long-term 
fix to develop the skills and competencies required for the integration of 
new technologies. This phase implements competency-based learning for 
the longterm (Davies 1973). 
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The above methodology can also be applied to the development of workplace 
expertise in the area of CNG/LNG. The significant difference is that the formation 
of the training cadre and the major bulk of the training must be accomplished prior 
to the receipt of this technology. After-the-fact training on the bus CNG system is not 
acceptable, since there is little prior experience base or common core of experience 
on CNG/LNG propulsion, refueling, and electrical systems by transit bus mechanics. 
Two priority issues for maintainers-electrical/electronic ( open) systems work-
place expertise and the development of alternative fuels workplace xpertise-are 
progressing side by side and must be addressed simultaneously. While the short-term 
fix for electrical systems may be implemented within one year by realigning exist-
ing in-house resources or with the assistance of outside resources, the long-term fix 
is instituted through increased resources by the establishment of a professional in-
structor cadre or through cooperation with a local educational institution. The issues 
of alternative fuels, co-generation, and fuel cell technical training, however, are not 
so easily addressed. Given the limited technical core of experience in urban transit 
alternative fuel systems, this expertise will have to be secured and developed as an 
addition to current raining capabilities and resources (Hamburg 1985). 
In developing training systems for advanced technology, the training manager 
may wish to apply the T-5 concept of evaluating the capability of a new training 
program. UtilizingT-5, the following elements must be in place: 
• Technical Data: Accurate maintenance technical manuals and schematic 
diagrams for training and troubleshooting. 
• Test Equipment: Any test equipment peculiar to the new components or 
systems. 
• Training Aids: High fidelity training aids using actual system components 
and capable of supporting fault insertion and fault isolation. 
• Tools: Any special tool peculiar to the new components or systems. 
• Training: Vendor/manufacturer training of the instructor cadre. 
Absence of any of the "T" elements may cause the training effort on the new 
technology to fail. 
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As the transit industry experiences the near-tenn acquisition of more advanced 
technology buses, the strategic imperative to train mechanics and operators prior to 
new bus arrival becomes an obvious and sensitive issue. Given the lead time to secure 
and train such a resource, it appears that we are within the critical window to secure 
this resource so that training and manufacturer orientation can be completed and a 
training program be developed, in place, and in progress before technology leads 
training and the transit industry must play catch-up. 
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